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Summary

The release of a chemical in the environment may cause ad¬

verse effects. These effects result from the exposure to the

chemical released, but also from the exposure to its transfor¬

mation products. Accordingly, the direct impact is defined

here as the sum of the effects caused by the chemical released,

whereas the overall impact is the sum of the effects caused by
the chemical released and its transformation products.

In the first part of this work, the status of transforma¬

tion products in the current practice of chemical assessment

is briefly reviewed, with the legislation of the European Union

(Directives 67/548/EEC, 93/67/EEC, 91/414/EEC and Reg¬
ulation 1488/98) taken as representative example. As it turns

out, relevant transformation products of pesticides must be

assessed at the same level as their precursors, but transfor¬

mation products of non-pesticides are usually not assessed at

all.

In the second part, it is shown that transformation prod¬
ucts can be perfectly integrated in an assessment based on

spatial range. The spatial range of a chemical is a proxy mea¬

sure of the spatial extent of its impact. This concept was

proposed by Scheringer, Berg and Müller-Herold (38). So far,

only the spatial extent of the direct impact has been estimated

(41; 40; 30), and the corresponding spatial range was called

characteristic spatial range. The goal of this thesis is to esti¬

mate the spatial extent of the overall impact. The approach
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chosen is based on the analytic method developed by Müller-

Herold and Nickel for the calculation of characteristic spatial

range (30). The model framework covers global long-range

transport and first-order reactions. The result obtained is a

closed formula for the secondary spatial range gAB, expressed
as a function of the respective characteristic ranges gA and

gB of a precursor A and its first-generation transformation

product B. The exact form of secondary spatial range —given
in Equation 6.30— is too complicated to provide an intuitive

picture of the role of the different parameters involved. To

this end, a simple, yet precise approximation is given:

^
ga + Qb Qb Qa

Qab ~
2 oI+öa/öb 91 + é?b/é?a

Secondary spatial range gAB is interpreted as a proxy measure

of the spatial extent of the overall impact, whereas the char¬

acteristic spatial range gA is a proxy measure of the direct

impact of chemical A.

Quite surprisingly, the first-order rate constant kAB of the

reaction transforming A into B does not appear in the ex¬

pression of secondary range. Moreover, it turns out that in a

precursor/transformation product pair, the chemical with the

larger characteristic range dominates the secondary range, re¬

gardless of being the precursor or the transformation product.

mox{gA, gB} < gAB < 1.4843 • max{^A, gB}

In particular, it was shown that the overall impact is sig¬

nificantly larger than the direct impact if the characteristic

spatial range of the transformation product B is larger than

the characteristic spatial range of its precursor A:

gB > gA => gAB > 1.5 • qa



Résumé

L'émission d'un polluant dans l'environnement peut causer

des effets néfastes. Ces effets peuvent être causés par le pol¬

luant, mais aussi par ses produits de dégradation. Ainsi,

l'impact direct est défini ici comme la somme des effets du

polluant lui-même, alors que l'impact total est défini comme

la somme des effets du polluant et de ses produits de trans¬

formation.

Dans la première partie de ce travail, le statut des pro¬

duits de transformation dans l'évaluation des risques liés

aux produits chimiques est brièvement discuté, la législation
de l'Union Européenne sur les produits chimiques (Direc¬
tives 67/548/EEC, 93/67/EEC, 91/414/EEC et Régulation

1488/98) étant prise comme exemple représentatif de la pra¬

tique courante. Il apparaît que les produits de transformation

des pesticides sont soumis au même processus d'évaluation

que leurs précurseurs. Par contre, pour les substances qui ne

sont pas des pesticides, l'évaluation des produits de transfor¬

mation n'est en général pas requise.

Dans la seconde partie, on démontre que les produits de

transformation peuvent parfaitement être intégrés dans une

évaluation basée sur la portée. La portée d'un polluant est

une mesure de l'étendue spatiale de son impact. Ce con¬

cept a été proposé par Scheringer, Berg et Müller-Herold

(38). Jusqu'ici, seule l'étendue spatiale de l'impact direct a

pu être estimée, la portée correspondante ayant été nommée

portée caractéristique. Le but de cette thèse est d'estimer

vi
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l'étendue de l'impact total. L'approche choisie est basée sur

la méthode développée par Müller-Herold et Nickel pour le

calcul de la portée caractéristique. Le modèle utilisé intègre
la diffusion turbulente à grand échelle et les réactions chim¬

iques de premier ordre. Le résultat obtenu est une expres¬

sion analytique de la portée secondaire gAB, exprimée comme

fonction des portées caractéristiques respectives gA et gB d'un

précurseur A et de B, l'un de ses produits de transforma¬

tion de première génération. L'expression exacte de la portée
secondaire (voir équation 6.30) étant trop compliquée pour

permettre une interprétation directe du rôle des différents

paramètres impliqués, une approximation plus simple mais

néanmoins précise a été développée:

^
Qa + 6b 6b

,
6a

QaB ~
2 nl +8A/8B

+

-I+Qb/qa

La portée secondaire gAB est interprétée comme une mesure

de l'étendue spatiale de l'impact total, à la différence de la

portée caractéristique gA, qui est une mesure de l'étendue de

l'impact direct.

Etonnament, la constante de vitesse de la réaction de

transformation du precureur A en produit de transfor¬

mation B, /c/ib, n'intervient pas dans l'expression de la

portée secondaire. De plus, il apparaît que, dans une paire

précurseur/produit de transformation, c'est la substance

ayant la plus grande portée caractéristique qui domine la

portée secondaire, que ce soit le précurseur ou le produit de

transformation.

max{£A, gB} < gAB < 1.4843 • max{^>A, gB}

En particulier, il est montré ici que l'impact total est signi-
ficativement plus étendu que l'impact direct si la portée car¬

actéristique du produit de transformation est plus grande que

celle du précurseur:

6b > 6a => 6ab > 1-5 •

gA



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Environmental relevance of

transformation products

The release of a chemical in the 'environment may cause ad¬

verse effects. These effects result from the exposure to -the

chemical itself, but also from the exposure to its transforma¬

tion pioducts.

Most evidently, this applies to pesticides, as their trans¬

formation products frequently inherit the pesticidal activity

of their precursors. As a matter of fact, many transformation

products of pesticides are themselves commercialized as pes¬

ticides (45). Consequently, all adverse effects associated with

pesticides may also be caused by their transformation prod¬
ucts. In addition to their potential pesticidal activity, trans¬

formation products of pesticides may cause further specific
adverse effects. A well-known example is DDE, a degradation

product of DDT: DDE, like its precursor DDT, is an insec¬

ticide. Besides, it causes thinning of the eggshell of rapto¬

rial birds (19), and has endocrine-disrupting properties (25).
More recently, transformation products of the insecticide S-

methropene have been suspected to induce malformations in

amphibians (27).

With respect to non-pesticides, data on transformation

products is rather scarce. As an illustration,three environ¬

mentally relevant examples are listed below. Trifluoroacetic

acid is an atmospheric transformation product of the hy-

drogenated chlorofluorocarbons introduced to substitute the

1



1.2. Overall impact 2

ozone-killing chlorofluorocarbons. Trifluoroacetic acid is ubiq¬

uitous, has no known significant abiotic sinks in the environ¬

ment, and appears to be rather refractory to microbial de¬

gradation (44). No adverse effects of trifluoroacetic acid have

been reported yet, but alone the ubiquity of this compound is

a source of concern (26). In polluted urban air, polycyclic aro¬

matic hydrocarbons are oxidized to their strongly mutagenic
and possibly more persistent nitro-derivatives (5). Nonylphe-
nol ethoxylates are widely used as surface active agents in

industrial cleansing, textiles and leather industry, and agri¬
culture. They degrade to nonylphenols in the environment,

which are more toxic than their precursors and have estro¬

genic properties (46).

1.2 Overall impact

From the above, it clearly appears that the impact of a pol¬
lutant is not restricted to the effects caused by the pollutant
itself. As a matter of fact, one may distinguish between direct

and overall impact:

• The direct impact is defined here as the sum of all direct

effects. The direct effects are the effects involving the

pollutant itself.

• The overall impact is the sum of the direct and indirect

effects. The indirect (chemical) effects are the effects

involving the transformation products.

Thus, the overall impact is larger than the direct impact with

respect to biological effects but also with respect to the phys¬
ical dimensions of space and time. In fact, transformation

products are formed as long as precursor molecules exist, and

they appear everywhere in the environment given the exis¬

tence of precursor. Consequently, transformation products

spread over a larger area, and remain longer in the environ¬

ment than their precursors (Fig. 1.1). In this thesis, a quanti¬
tative estimation of the spatial extent of the overall impact is
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presented. The extent of the overall impact in time has been

addressed lately by Fenner et al. (17).

Note that only the chemical impact, i.e the impact di¬

rectly resulting from chemical reactions involving precursors

or transformation products, are considered here. Other types

of impacts (economical or social, for example) are beyond the

scope of this work.

1.3 Scope of this work

From the environmental point of view, transformation prod¬
ucts are pollutants just like their precursors. However, trans¬

formation products, forming in the environment, are neither

directly produced nor sold by humans, and testing them costs

time and money. Thus, one may wonder if the threat posed

by transformation products is perceived as serious enough to

justify costly and time consuming testing. This question is

addressed in the first part of this work by means of a review

of the status of transformation products in the legislation on

chemicals of the European Union, chosen here as a represen¬

tative example of current assessment practice.

This is followed by an introduction to the concept of

spatial range, a new assessment tool originally proposed by

Scheringer, Berg and Müller-Herold (38). Spatial range is a

measure of the spatial extent of the impact of a pollutant. So

far, only the spatial extent of the direct impact has been esti¬

mated (41; 40; 30), and the corresponding spatial range was

called characteristic spatial range1. The goal of this thesis is

to estimate the spatial extent of the overall impact. The ap¬

proach chosen is based on the analytic method developed by

1The adjective "characteristic" was later introduced by Müller-Herold

and Nickel (30) in order to emphasize the generic nature of the concept
of spatial range which essentially corresponds to an average value, the

average being taken over all positions of release.
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„
Persistence

Domain of overall impact

ïk,., Transport

Domain of direct impact

-^Inoig species

Ti ansformation

Transport
Transformation

0 Radius of exposed area

Figure 1 1 Schematic representation of the environmental fate of a pie-

cursor (black dot) and that of one its transformation product (white

star) The persistence of each species is repoited on the vertical axis

During their respective lifetimes, precursor and transformation product

are transported over a given distance This distance determines the ra¬

dius of the area exposed to precursor and transformation product The

persistence and the radius of the area exposed define the respective do-

mam of impacts The domain of direct impact is the domain of impact

of the precursor The domain of overall impact is the domain of impact

of the precursor and its ti ansformation products
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Müller-Herold and Nickel for the calculation of characteristic

spatial range(30)

The second part of this work contains the technical details

of the calculations leading to the main result of this thesis: a

closed formula for secondary spatial range. Secondary spatial

range represents the radius of the area exposed to transfor¬

mation products of the first generation. It is interpreted as a

proxy measure of the spatial extent of the overall impact. Of

course, later generations of transformation products also con¬

tribute to the overall impact, and they can be included in the

method presented here with only minor changes. The essen¬

tial point, however, is that with the shift to first-generation
transformation products, one makes a first incursion beyond
the direct impact, in the dimension of indirect impacts.



Part I

Assessment of

transformation

products



Chapter 2

Transformation products the

assessment of chemicals

The status of transformation products in the assessment of

chemicals legally required in the European Union is reviewed

in the present chapter. More specifically, the difference be¬

tween pesticides and non-pesticide regarding the assessment

of transformation products is exposed in some details, follow¬

ing a brief introduction to the general principle of chemical

lisk assessment.

The legislation of the European Union was chosen because

it provides the guidelines for the legislation of the member

states, and can therefore be seen as a kind of common denom¬

inator of the chemical legislation of European states (Switzer¬
land, though not a member of the European Union, is in the

process of making its chemical legislation euro-compatible).
Moreover, most of the chemical legislation around the world

are based on OECD guidelines, and as a result, tend to be¬

come more and more similar.

2.1 Risk assessment of chemicals

in the European Union

First, the notifier of a new substance has to provide the com¬

petent authorities with the technical dossier of the substance.

The technical dossier must contain toxicity data, the physico-
chemical properties of the substance, information on its en¬

vironmental fate, on the expected marketed quantity and its

7



2.1. Risk assessment of chemicals in the European Union 8

pattern of use. The exact requirements of the technical dossier

can be found in Directive 67/548/EEC. the so-called "Dan¬

gerous Substance Directive", and the corresponding Technical

Guidance Document (15). The amount of data to be included

in the notification dossier increases with the quantity of sub¬

stance marketed. However, a minimal set of data (the base-

set) must be provided for all new substances marketed in more

than 1000kg yearly, and for all existing substances *
produced

in quantities of more than 1000 tons yearly (the so-called High
Production Volume chemicals, HPV). Once in possession of

the legally required data, the competent authority must carry

out an assessment of the risk of the substance to man and the

environment. The subsequent decision on restriction or ban of

the substance depends on the results of this risk assessment.

The principles of risk assessment of chemicals are laid

down in Directive 93/67 for new chemicals and in Regulation

1488/98 for existing chemicals. The technical implementation
of both legislation is laid down in a single Technical Guidance

Document on risk assessment (14). Human health risks and

environmental risks are addressed in this Technical Guidance

Document, but only the environmental risks are discussed in

this chapter. In essence, the environmental risk assessment of

a substance is the comparison of the estimated concentration

of the substance in the environment with a toxicity threshold

for this substance.

The process of estimating the environmental concentra¬

tion is called exposure assessment. Exposure assessment is

based on model calculations. The model input consist of the

quantity of substance emitted, its release pattern, its physico-
chemical properties, and its environmental degradation rates.

The output, called Predicted Environmental Concentration

(PEC), is an estimation of the environmental concentration

of the substance.

1The existing substances are the substances that were already on the

market before the entry into force of the Dangerous Substance Directive

on 18 September 1981.
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The effect assessment is the process of evaluating the tox¬

icity threshold of the substance. In the Technical Guidance

Document, the toxicity threshold is defined as "a concentra¬

tion below which an unacceptable effect will most likely not

occur". It is further mentioned that "It is not intended to

be a level below which the chemical is considered to be safe".

The official denomination of the toxicity threshold is Predicted

No-Effect Concentration (PNEC). The PNEC is obtained by

dividing the concentration data gathered from laboratory tox¬

icity tests by an assessment factor. In the base-set of informa¬

tion, only short-term toxicity data for three species ( algae,

Daphnia and fish) are available. In this case, the assessment

factor is set equal to 1000, and the PNEC is obtained by di¬

viding the smallest of the three acute effect concentrations by
1000 (14).

^„TT^

Acute effect concentration
. .

PNEC = (2.1)

1000
v '

The magnitude of the assessment factor depends on the tox¬

icity data available: It is equal to 1000 when only the three

short-term toxicity levels required for the base-set are avail¬

able, but it can decrease to 50 if results from multi-species,

long-term studies are at hand.

The actual risk assessment begins with a first, conserva¬

tive, estimation of the ratio PEC/PNEC between predicted
environmental concentration and predicted no-effect concen¬

tration. If the predicted environmental concentration turns

out to be lower than the predicted no-effect concentration,

PEC/PNEC < 1, it is concluded that the risk for the sub¬

stance to cause an unacceptable effect is low, the risk assess¬

ment is stopped, and the substance authorized. If, in con¬

trast, the predicted environmental concentration is similar to

or higher than the toxic threshold, i.e the ratio PEC/PNEC
is larger than 1, then the substance has to be investigated
more closely, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. New data on the emis¬

sion pattern and the environmental fate is generated, and the

calculation of the predicted environmental concentration is

repeated using the new data as input, together with more
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realistic and less conservative assumptions. Similarly, addi¬

tional toxicity tests are carried out. With more toxicity data,
the confidence of the assessor in extrapolating the laboratory
data to the environment is higher. Accordingly, the assess¬

ment factor used in the calculation of the PEC can be low¬

ered. If, despite additional data, the predicted environmental

concentration is still similar to or higher than the predicted
no-effect concentration, risk reduction measures (restriction
of uses or total ban of the chemical) are taken.

2.2 Transformation products of

non-pesticides

Transformation products are not formally defined in the Dan¬

gerous Substance Directive, and the only mandatory informa¬

tion on transformation products concerns the monitoring of

transformation products in the environment:

"Apart from methods of detection and determi¬

nation, information shall be given on analytical
methods which are known to the notifier and al¬

low detection of a substance and its transforma¬

tion products after discharge in the environment".

(art. 1.4, Annex VILA, Directive 67/548/EC)

However, the competent authority has the power to require
more information, as stated in Article 16 of the Dangerous
Substance Directive:

"If it can be shown to be necessary for the eval¬

uation of risks which may be caused by the sub¬

stance, the competent authorities may ask for fur¬

ther information, verification and/or confirmatory
tests concerning the substances or their transfor¬

mation products". (art. 16, Directive 67/548/EC)
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Directive 57/548 EEC "Dangerous substance directive"

Emission Parameters Toxicity Data

Directive 93/67 EEC on risk assessment

Exposure assessment

Tools, Fate models

Effect assessment

Tool Extrapolation factors

PEC

Predicted Environmental

concentration

PNEC

Predicted No-Effect

Concentration

No need

for further testing

or

risk reduction

measures

Risk reduction

measures

Generate additional data

Figure 2.1: Environmental risk assessment of chemicals is based on the

comparison of the Predicted Environmental Concentration (PEC) with

a concentration below which adverse effects are unlikely to occur, the

Predicted no-effect Concentration (PNEC). First, conservative values of

PEC and PNEC are calculated using the data of the base-set and a

"reasonable worst case scenario". If the predicted environmental con¬

centration is smaller than the predicted no-effect concentration even in

the initial worst case scenario, the substance is authorized. If is similar

or larger {PEC/PNEC > 1), a new estimation of both concentrations

is done on the basis of new data and more realistic assumptions. If the

PEC/PNEC ratio is still larger than 1. risk reduction measures must be

taken.
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First, Article 16 clearly implies that transformation products
can contribute to the overall risk caused by a substance 2.

Concretely, Article 16 empowers the authority to request fur¬

ther information concerning transformation products. How¬

ever, the authority must show that these additional informa¬

tion are necessary for the proper evaluation of the risks. But

how can this be shown? What are the criteria that trans¬

formation products must meet in order to be integrated in

the risk assessment procedure? An answer to these questions
can be found in the Technical Guidance Document on risk

assessment:

"Consideration should be given to whether the

substance being assessed can be degraded bioti-

cally or abiotically, to give stable and/or toxic de¬

gradation products. Where such degradation can

occur, the assessment should give due consider¬

ation to the effects which might arise. For new

substances, it is unlikely that information will be

available on such degradation products and thus

only a qualitative assessment can be made. For

HPV substances (nb: High Production Volume

existing substances), however, known significant

degradation products should also be subject to

risk assessment. Where no information is avail¬

able, a qualitative description of the degradation

pathways can be made." (Technical Guidance Doc¬

ument on risk assessment, p.253)

2 The German "

Bundeschemikaliengesetz" is more explicit on trans¬

formation products: They are included in the definition of "dangerous
for the environment" :

"

Umweltgefährlich sind Stoffe oder Zubereitungen, die

selbst oder deren Umwandlungsprodukte geeignet sind, die

Beschaffenheit des Naturhaushaltes
,
von Wasser, Boden

oder Luft, Klima, Tieren, Pflanzen oder Mikroorganis¬
men derart zu verändern, dass dadurch sofort oder später
Gefahren für die Umwelt herbeigeführt werden können."

(ChemG, §3.a.l5)
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Thus, the authority can request more information on transfor¬

mation products if it can show that the said transformation

products are stable and/or toxic. However, it is explicitly
admitted in the text quoted above that, in most cases, infor¬

mation on toxic and/or stable transformation products will

not be available. Consequently, the authority will not have

the necessary information to justify its request for additional

information on transformation products. As a matter of fact,

it is not in the interest of the notifier to provide information

on transformation products, since this information could be

used to justify costly additional testing, or even restrictions

of the use of the notified substance. Worse, the notifier has

an interest in not investigating the transformation products

at all, so that he cannot be charged for concealing relevant

information! This may partly explain the lack of data on

transformation products.

Aside from stable or toxic transformation products, trans¬

formation products of readily hydrolyzable precursors are also

mentioned in the Technical Guidance Document (p.277). As

a matter of fact, if hydrolysis of the precursor is very fast,

the relevant compound in case of a discharge in water is the

transformation product rather than the precursor.

2.3 Transformation products of pesticides

Pesticides3 have three specific features that strongly differen¬

tiate them from non-pesticide chemicals

1. Pesticides are meant to be released. Their occurrence in

the environment is not a side effect, as for non-pesticide
chemicals.

3In this section, the meaning of the term "pesticide" is restricted to

agricultural plant protection products.
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2. Pesticides are bioactive compounds released in the envi¬

ronment at concentrations high enough to cause acute

effects on target pests. Non-pesticide chemicals are re¬

leased at concentrations much below their threshold for

acute effects (this is the paradigm of the risk assessment

presented in the preceding section).

3. Pesticides are used on plants that are meant to be

consumed, and the consumer may be exposed through
diet to residues of pesticides. This particular consumer

health aspect is not relevant for most non-pesticide
chemicals.

Accordingly, pesticides are regulated by specific legislation.
The central regulatory text on agricultural pesticides in the

European Union is Directive 91/414 on the placing of plant

protection products on the market. Directive 91/414 regulates
both the data collection (Annex II) and the risk assessment

(Annex VI) of pesticides. The place of transformation prod¬
ucts of pesticides in this directive will be discussed, and it

will appear that the transformation products of pesticides are

given much more importance than the transformation prod¬
ucts of non-pesticide chemicals.

In Directive 91/414, much emphasis is put on pesticides's
residues. The term "residue" is defined as

"one or more substances present in or on plants
or products of plant origin, edible animal prod¬
ucts or elsewhere in the environment and resulting
from the use of a plant protection product, includ¬

ing their metabolites and products resulting from

their degradation or reaction". (art. 2.2, Directive

91/414).

This definition is rather general, including all the substances

that result from the use of the pesticides: The parent com¬

pound, the products of metabolic reactions of the pesticide in
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plants or animals, as well as the environmental transforma¬

tion products as we understand them in the context of this

work. The decisive importance of residues in the registration
of pesticides clearly appears in Article 5b: Authorization of

new pesticides shall be granted only if

"their residues, consequent on application consis¬

tent with good plant protection practice, do not

have any harmful effects on humans or animal

health or on groundwater or any unacceptable in¬

fluence on the environment, and the said residues,
in so far as they are of toxicological or environ¬

mental significance, can be measured by methods

in general use", (art.5b, Directive 91/414 )

This is a strong statement, which clearly implies that the over¬

all impact of pesticides has to be considered. However, how

does one decide which transformation products are "of toxi¬

cological or environmental significance", and which ones are

not? This point apparently needed clarification, and the Euro¬

pean Union commissioned the College voor de toelating van

bestrijidingsmiddelen (CTB) to write a guidance document

on relevant transformation products. This document is still

at the consultation stage. In the draft version published in

February 1999 (8) a transformation products is considered

potentially relevant if:

1. It is formed in amounts of more than 10% of the applied
amount of active substance.

2. It is an organic compound (excluding CO2)

3. It has a chain length of more than 4 carbon atoms (with
an aliphatic structure) or contains other elements than

C, H, N, or O.

All potentially relevant transformation products are further

tested for their pesticidal activity, human toxicity and eco-

toxicological effects, including groundwater contamination. If
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a transformation product has a pesticidal activity, or if any

of the other test delivers a positive result, the transformation

product is considered relevant and it must be evaluated at

the same level as the parent compound, with the same data

requirements. The registration costs of the pesticide increase

by about 10% for each transformation product found to be

relevant (9).

2.4 Concluding Remarks

In the pesticide legislation, it is recognized that transforma¬

tion products can significantly contribute to the impact of a

pesticide and the relevant transformation products must be,
assessed at the same level as their parent compounds. In the

legislation on non-pesticide chemicals, however, almost no in¬

formation is required on transformation products. Thus, one

can conclude that relevant transformation products of pesti¬
cides are perceived as a serious threat, whereas transformation

products of non-pesticides are not.

This discrepancy between pesticides and non-pesticides is

an expression of the facts that current assessment practice
is mainly focused on human health protection, and relies ex¬

clusively on toxicity testing. In this context, transformation

products of pesticides are relevant, because they pose a direct

threat to the consumer: They may inherit the bioactivity of

their precursors, occur in relatively high concentrations, and

come in contact with foodstuff. Concerning transformation

products of non-pesticides, note that the original goal of the

Dangerous Substance Directive, issued in 1967, is "to pro¬

tect the public, and in particular the workers using such sub¬

stances" 4. For this purpose, the precursor is unquestionably
more relevant than its environmental transformation prod¬
ucts. Indeed, there is a priori no reason to suspect these

The protection of the environment as an official goal was introduced

twelve years later, in the sixth amendment of the Dangerous Substance

Directive
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transformation products of some kind of bioactivity. More¬

over, they are typically more diluted than their precursors.

Adverse effects of the kind routinely tested in current assess¬

ment practice are thus unlikely. Hence, transformation prod¬
ucts of non-pesticides are perceived as relatively harmless and

neglected in the assessment procedure.



Chapter 3

Spatial range

3.1 Dealing with local pollution

The usual way of dealing with local pollution can be outlined

as follows: First, a chemical is used and released without re¬

striction. Then, effects on human health or the environment

are observed and associated with exposure to the chemical.

The adverse effects are weighed against the benefits gained
from the use of the chemical. If the adverse effects outweigh

the benefits, the emissions are cut down until a balance is

re-established. This process can be applied preventively: On

the basis of previous experiences, one can define which effects

are unacceptable and must be avoided. All chemicals must

then be tested for their potential to cause the effects deemed

unacceptable, and their use restricted accordingly. The pro¬

cess outlined above works satisfactorily only if the following
conditions can be fulfilled:

1. The effects can be identified.

2. The causality relationship between exposure and effects

can be demonstrated.

3. A consensus on the respective valuation of effects

("costs") and benefits can be reached.

4. The emission of the pollutant can be regulated within

the scope of national legislation.

At a local scale, these conditions are likely to be fulfilled:

The effects, caused by a high local concentration, appear with

18
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some clarity, and the causality relationship between exposure

to the chemical and adverse effects can be established convinc¬

ingly. Moreover, the socio-economic values at the local scale

are homogeneous enough for a consensus on the cost-benefits

analysis to be reached. Finally, the source of the pollutant
and the observed adverse effects are likely to lie within the

same juiisdiction, which makes it easier to issue and enforce

emission restiictions.

3.2 Beyond locality

It is very difficult to apply the process outlined above to pol¬
lutants like the POPs (Persistent Organic Pollutants) or the

chlorofluorocarbons, which have environmental impacts ex¬

tending far beyond the local scale. Indeed, the effects caused

by widespread, low-level, long term exposure to such chem¬

icals may take a long time to manifest, and their detection

requires intensive measurement campaigns. The effects are of¬

ten multi-factorial, and exposure to the pollutant is only one

factor among many. The relation between effects and expo¬

sure usually takes the form of a statistical correlation. Thus,
the causality relationship can never be proven with absolute

certainty, which opens the door to endless controversy.

Detecting effects and associating them with a pollutant is

difficult enough, but reaching a consensus on the cost-benefits

analysis might be even more challenging, as the geographic
distribution of costs and benefits is likely to be uneven. More¬

over, national jurisdictions are powerless in regulating pollu¬
tants emitted in another state, and long-range pollutants must
be dealt with in international conventions, like the Conven¬

tion on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution (7). The

ratification of such conventions is a very slow process: For ex¬

ample. DDT is "scheduled for elimination at a later stage" in

the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution.

This convention was ratified in 1998, about thirty years af¬

ter the demonstration of the adverse effects of DDT on birds

populations!
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Thus, it appears that the spatial extent of the exposure

resulting from the release of a chemical has a dramatic influ¬

ence on the ways and possibilities to deal with it. This is well

illustrated by this quote form K. Ballschmiter (2)

"local pollution can easily be controlled, but al¬

ready a regional pollution is difficult to be cleared

off and in any case global contamination is out of

control of men".

Clearly, large-scale contamination must be avoided. It can be

prevented if pollutants with a strong potential for widespread
contamination are recognized early. The concept of spatial

range was introduced to this end.

3.3 Spatial range

What follows is the author's interpretation of the con¬

cept of spatial range, originally introduced by Scheringer,
Berg and Müller-Herold (38), and extensively discussed by
M. Scheringer in his book Persistenz und Reichweite von

Umweltchemikalien (43).

Spatial range is a measure of the spatial extent of exposure.

Exposure, to a pollutant or its transformation products, is the

necessary prerequisite to any adverse effect (38). Therefore,
the impact being defined as the sum of all effects, exposure

can be interpreted as impact potential1. But exposure, the

mere presence of a chemical in the environment, is an imme¬

diate consequence of the release of the chemical itself, or of

its precursor. Accordingly, one can argue that exposure is an

effect of the release, and thus a part of the impact. Moreover,
from the point of view of the spatial extent, it is the largest

1The term "impact potential" is used here as a synonym for the terms

environmental threat introduced by Scheringer (39), and endangerment
used by Müller-Herold (29).
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effect. Thus, spatial range, as a measure of the spatial extent

of exposure, is a measure of the spatial extent of the impact.

In the real world, the spatial extent of exposure is deter¬

mined by the release pattern of the precursor, the environmen¬

tal conditions, and finally the specific properties of the pre¬

cursor and its transformation products. The indicator spatial

range, however, is substance-specific: The same standardized

release event is assumed for all precursors, and the release,

transport and transformations are assumed to take place in a

generic environment with average geochemical properties. As

a matter of fact, spatial range was presented by Scheringer,

Berg and Müller-Herold (38) as a spatial analogue to persis¬
tence: while persistence is a measure of the duration of expo¬

sure, spatial range is a measure of its spatial extent. Just like

persistence, spatial range depends on substance-specific prop¬

erties and generic environmental values. Since both indicators

are independent of the emission pattern and of the quantity

released, neither persistence nor spatial range provide any in¬

dications on the actual magnitude of exposure. Consequently,
persistence and spatial range are only proxy measures. Thus,

spatial range should not be misinterpreted as an actual pre¬

vision of the spatial extent of the exposure pattern resulting
from a particular release event in the real world. It should

rather be understood as an average value, the average being
taken over all positions of release.

3.4 Spatial range as an assessment tool

The main purpose of spatial range is the identification and

quantification of the potential for widespread contamination

of organic chemicals. Interpreting spatial range as a distance

on the earth surface, chemicals can be assigned to different

categories according to their spatial range. For example,
Müller-Herold and Nickel (30) proposed the following range

categories:
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1. Local: Spatial range up to 2000 km

2. Hemispherical: Spatial range between 2000 km and

ÎO'OOO km

3. Global: Spatial range above ÎO'OOO km

Such categories have a clear meaning as assessment enclpoints.

Thus, it has been argued by Scheringer and Winter (42) that,
on the basis of the precautionary principle, chemicals with a

global spatial range should be banned, or at least restricted to

uses in closed-systems only, even if they have no demonstrated

adverse effects.

Spatial range could also be integrated integrated in the ex¬

isting assessment practice. In fact, current legislation already
seems to hint at the concept of spatial range, as shown in this

example out of the pesticide legislation:

"Member States shall evaluate the possibility of

the plant protection product reaching surface wa¬

ter under the proposed conditions of use; if this

possibility exists, they shall estimate, using a

suitable calculation model validated at Commu¬

nity level, the short-term and long-term pre¬

dicted concentration of the active substance and

of metabolites, degradation and reaction products
that could be expected in the surface water [•••]•"
(art. 2.5.1.3, annex VI, Directive 91/414).

To evaluate the possibility of the pesticide or its transforma¬

tion products (metabolites) reaching surface water, one could

simply compare spatial range with the average distance be¬

tween the point of release of the pesticide and neighboring
water bodies. Moreover, one could use the value of the spa¬

tial range for determining the spatial scale of the "suitable

calculation model" mentioned.
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3.5 Characteristic and secondary spatial

ranges

Until now, calculations of spatial range were limited to

directly-released chemicals (precursors) only. The spatial

range of directly-released chemicals was called characteristic

spatial range by Müller-Herold (30). Characteristic spatial

range is a length measuring the spatial extent of the exposure

to a pollutant, pulse-released in a generic model environment.

In the terminology used here, characteristic spatial range is

thus a proxy measure for the spatial extent of the direct im¬

pact of a pollutant. Conceptually comparable but technically
different definitions were proposed by van Pul et al. (34), and

Bennett et al. (3).

The major contribution of this work is to include transfor¬

mation products in the calculation of spatial range. The re¬

sult obtained is called secondary spatial range. Strictly speak¬

ing, secondary spatial range is a measure of the spatial extent

of the exposure to transformation products. It follows quite

naturally that secondary spatial range is always larger than

the characteristic spatial range of the precursor (see fig. 1.1).
Since it includes transformation products, secondary spatial

range is presented here as measure for the spatial extent of

the overall impact of a pollutant. For the same reasons as

characteristic spatial range, secondary spatial range is only a

proxy measure. Moreover, secondary spatial range only in¬

cludes the first-generation transformation products2, but the

model presented here could be extended to higher-generation
transformation products with only minor changes.

Note that, for assessment purpose, using secondary range

instead of characteristic range will result to a shift to higher
range categories: For example, using the categories proposed
by Müller-Herold and Nickel (30), the pesticide heptachlor

2A transformation product B is considered a first-generation trans¬

formation product of a precursor A if the environmental reaction trans¬

forming A into B follows a first-oder kinetics.
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would be considered a local chemical on the basis of its char¬

acteristic spatial range (860 km), but a hemispherical chemical

on the basis of its secondary range (2140 km), which takes its

transformation product heptachlor epoxide into account. (See
chapter 7 for the detailed calculation of this example).



Part II

Technical part
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Chapter 4

The instant-equilibrium assumption

The instant-equilibrium assumption is an elegant way to

make spatial range independent of the environmental com¬

partment where the release takes place. It simply assumes

thermodynamic equilibrium between the various compart¬
ment of a multi-compartment environment. It follows that

the concentration of a pollutant in any given environmen¬

tal compartment is proportional to the concentration in an

arbitrary chosen reference compartment. Thus, using the

instant-equilibrium assumption, a multi-compartment, spa¬

tially structured model environment can be aggregated to a

single-compartment, spatially structured model environment.

The instant-equilibrium assumption is widely used in gas

chromatography, where the chemical potential of a compound
in the mobile phase is assumed to be equal to the chemical po¬

tential of this same compound in the stationary phase. The

environment, in analogy to a gas chromatographic system,
is also composed of mobile phases (the atmosphere and the

oceans) and stationary phases (soil and vegetation), and the

exchange between phases is governed by the difference in fu-

gacity (or chemical potential) between the phases. The use of

the instant-equilibrium assumption in the context of environ¬

mental modelling was advocated by Risenbrough in a paper

intituled "Beyond long-range transport: A model of a global

gas chromatographic system" (37). It was used by Müller-

Herold and Nickel for their calculation of characteristic spatial

range. They also demonstrated the reliability of this assump¬

tion by comparing their results with the results obtained by
Scheringer using the full dynamics of phase transfer (41).

26
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4.1 Partition coefficients

Assuming instant equilibrium, the concentrations of a given

pollutant in soil and water are proportional to the concen¬

tration of the same pollutant in air. The respective propor¬

tionality factors, called partition coefficients, will be derived

below.

Let us start with the partition coefficient between water

and air, Kwa. Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium, the

concentration in water is related to the concentration in air

through Henry's law:

RT
, ,

cw = -rr~ca (4-1)

with Kh the Henry's constant of the substance, R the gas

constant, and T the temperature. Introducing the partition

coefficient Kwa

Kwa :=
^

= ^ (4.2)

equation 4.1 rewrites to

Cw — 1^-wa ' Ca V °/

and it clearly appears that, at equilibrium, the concentration

in water is proportional to the concentration in air.

The derivation of the partition coefficient Ksa between air

and soil is more complicated. It is usually calculated from the

soil/water partition coefficient Ksw and air/water partition
coefficient Kwa:

Ksa =
^

=^ = Ksw^- (4.4)
Ca Cw Ca KH

A commonly used expression for Ksw is the semi-empirical
relation derived by Karickhoff (24)

Ksw = focKoc = 0AlfocpKow (4.5)
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where foc is the organic carbon fraction of the soil, Koc is the

organic carbon/water partition coefficient, p is the relative soil

density, and Kow is the octanol/water partition coefficient.

Substituting this in equation 4.4 yields

foc ps OAIKOW RT
Ksa =

T? I4-6)
Kh

In the present work, the relative soil density ps is set to 1,

and the organic carbon fraction of the soil to foc = 0.02, as

in ref. (28). According to eq. 4.4 and 4.6, the concentration

in the soil compartment is proportional to the concentration

in the air compartment-.

.^„^kjv!^.,. (4.7)
Kh

4.2 From n compartments to one

It will now be shown that, using the instant-equilibrium

assumption, the rate equation for a pollutant in a multi¬

compartment, spatially structured environment can be sim¬

plified to a rate equation in a single-compartment, spatially
structuredenvironment.

In a n-compartment environment, the total concentration

at position x and time t can be defined as

n

J2 ct(x,t)Vt

c(x,t) := l-^-K (4.8)

i=i

with ct(x,t) [mol m~3] the concentration in compartment i

at position x and time t, and Vl the relative volume of com¬

partment i. Derivation with respect to time yields

n

52ct(x,t)Vt

è(x,t) = ^ (4.

i=i
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One can assume the following rate equation in each compart¬

ment i:

Ci(x,t) = Di——- kiCi(x,t) + input — output (4.10)

with Di the eddy diffusion coefficient in compartment i, kt
the (pseudo) first-order rate constant of the degradation reac¬

tion of the pollutant in compartment i, and input and output

symbolizing the exchange terms between compartments. Sub¬

stitution in Equ.4.9 yields (The exchange terms cancel out

because of mass conservation.)

n 2 n

EKA^ J2VikiCi{x,t)

c{x,t) = ^-n ^ (4.11)
ZK E v%
i=i i=i

Let us now make use of the local instant-equilibrium assump¬

tion in order to express all concentrations as functions of the

concentration in a reference compartment i = 1.

cl(x,t) = KnCi{x,t) (4.12)

Kn = 1 (4.13)

Thus, the first term of the right-hand side of expression 4.11

rewrites as

i=x
=

d ci(x,t)i=1
n q 2 n

E ^
öx

E vx
i=l 1=1

and the second term as

(4.14)

n

J2 Vihc^x, t) E y%KK%x

— =c1(x,t)^li (4.15)n

EK E vx
i=i i=i

Moreover, starting from equation 4.8, one can also express the

total concentration as a function of the concentration in the
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reference compartment.

E KtlVt

c(x,t)=Cl(x,t)1-^- (4.16)

EK
i=i

This proportionality relationship can of course be inverted

n

EK

c(x,t)-^ = Cl(x,t) (4.17)
E K%1V%
i=i

After substitution of çi(x,t) in equation 4.14 and 4.15, one

can rewrite rate equation 4.11 as

ß2r(T fs
E VxDxKxl E VxkxKxl

O C[X,l l=l ,NJ=1 (A 1
„S

CyX^) = —ß^2 n C{x,t)— (4.18)

E VtKa E VxKxl
7=1 1=1

Thus, one can write the rate equation in a single, homoge¬
neous compartment:

32

c(x, t) = D--^A _ kcfa t) (4.i9)
dx

with
71

E KA^i
i=i

D = ^- (4.20)
E VxKtl
1=1

and

E VXKa
1=1

n

E VXK%1
1=1

(4.21)
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4.3 Application to a three-compartment
model

Let us consider a model environment consisting of the three

compartment air, water and soil, with air taken as reference

compartment. The partition coefficient Kwa and Ksa are

given by 4.2 and 4.6 respectively. The effective (eddy) dif¬

fusion coefficient is

D
VgDa + VwDwKwa + VsDsKsa

Va + VwKwa + VsKsa
(4.22)

with Da, Dw and Ds the (eddy) diffusion coefficient in air,
water and soil respectively, and Va, Vw and Vs the relative

volume of each compartment. Similarly, the effective first-

order degradation rate is given by

k
Vaka ~\~ vwkwKwa -\- VsksKs

Va + VwKwa + VsKsa
(4.23)

with ka, kw and ks the (pseudo) first-order degradation rates

in air, water and soil respectively.

4.3.1 Numerical example

The temperature T of the system is set to 298K. The co¬

efficient of macroscopic diffusions and the relative volumina

of the respective compartments are taken in accordance with

Scheringer (ref. (43) p.114 and 117).

Compartment Dt (km2 s 1) V,L[-

water

air

soil

0.01 233

2 200 000

0 1

The air compartment is much larger and more mobile than

the other compartments, and one could thus expect the air
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compartment to dominate the effective diffusion coefficient,
D ~ Da. However, this is not necessarily the case. For ex¬

ample, tert-butyl alcohol (TBA), a transformation product of

the gasoline additive Methyl-teri-butyl-ether (MTBE), has an

effectiv eddy diffusion coefficient D = 0.644km2 s_1, which is

much smaller than Da = 2km2 s"1.

MTBE TBA Units

LogKow

KH

Ks

k&

0.94

5.87 • 10~4

4.46 • 10"8

7.27- 10"7

1.49 -lO"6

0.35

1.44- 10~5

4.01- 10"8

3.26- 10"7

1.45- 10~8

["]
[atm • m3 • mol 1]

[s-1]
[s-1]

D

k

1.9

6.93 • 10~7

0.644

1.34- 10~7
[km2 s_1]

(Data from Howard (20; 21). Degradation rates calculated using the

upper limit of the lifetimes given in (20) )

4.4 First-generation transformation

products

Assuming first-order reaction rates for the transformation re¬

actions in the various compartments, the rate equation for

a transformation product B formed by the degradation of a

precursor A in a compartment i is given by:

/ \ t—\ CB lyX.LJ .
.

CB i\X, t) — Ue.,1 7^ 9 ^B,tCB.l\X, t) -\- rvAB %CA AX, t)
OXz

+ input — output

(4.24)

with DB:l the coefficient of turbulent (eddy) diffusion of trans¬

formation product B in the compartment i, kBjl > 0 the first-

oder degradation rate of B and kAB}l the (pseudo) first-order

reaction rate of the transformation reaction A —> B, degrad¬
ation and transformation reactions taking place in compart¬
ment i.
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Transformation products which obey a rate equation such

as 4.24 are defined here as first-generation transformation

products.

Following the same procedure as for the precursor (eq. 4.8

to 4.21), one can aggregate the i rate equations into one single
rate equation using the instant-equilibrium assumption.

cB(x,t) = DB—^--r kBcB(x,t) + kABcA(x,t) (4.25)

The effective eddy diffusion coefficient and first-order degrada¬
tion rate of transformation product B can be calculated using

expressions 4.20 and 4.21, and the effective transformation

rate kAB of A into B is given by:

n

kAB = ^ (4.26)
E VxKtl
1=1



Chapter 5

Characteristic spatial range

The major contribution of the present work is the extension

to transformation products of the analytic method developed
by Müller-Herold and Nickel (30) for the calculation of the

spatial range of precursors. As a necessary prerequisite for

the rest of this work, this method is presented in some details

in the present chapter.

5.1 One-dimensional, flat geometry

5.1.1 Dynamics

As shown in the previous chapter, if one assumes thermo¬

dynamic equilibrium between the compartments, a multi¬

compartment model environment can be simplified to a single-
compartment, homogeneous model environment. To start

with, this compartment will be given a one-dimensional, flat

geometry. After a pulse release of quantity Mç, at point x = 0,
the chemical spreads out. Assuming first-order degradation,
one obtains the following reaction-diffusion equation:

^d2c(x.t)
,

. .

c(x,t) = D
0 ,

- kc(x, t) 5.1

c(x,0) = M0S(x) (5.2)

with 5(x) the Dirac delta distribution, D > 0 the effective

eddy diffusion coefficient and k > 0 the effective first-oder

degradation rate defined in the preceding chapter (eq.4.20 and

34
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4.21 respectively). Due to first-order degradation, the released

quantity Mo will eventually be completely degraded, which

implies
lim c(x,t) = 0 (5.3)
t—-+oo

5.1.2 Exposure

Exposure is defined here as the integral of the concentration

over time
oo

e(x) := / c(x,t)dt (5.4)

o

It can be interpreted as the total amount of a chemical avail¬

able at position x in the time between the release event and

the complete degradation of'the chemical. To calculate the

exposure, one first integrates the dynamics with respect to

time:

oo oo oo

/ c(x, t)dt = D j C^X2 '
dt-k c(x, t) dt (5.5)

0 0 0

The left-hand side is given by the two limiting conditions 5.2

and 5.3. Moreover, time and position are independent vari¬

ables, so that one can write

oo oo

-M05{x) = D^— c(x, t)dt -k I c(x, t) dt (5.6)

0 0

According to the definition of exposure as the time-integrated

concentration, equation 5.6 rewrites as an ordinary differential

equation

~MQ5(x) = D^-f^ - ke(x) (5.7)
oxz

which can be solved for e(x) by Fourier transformation. The

Fourier transform of the exposure is noted ê(u) and defined

as :

/—
°°

e{u) := J- j eluxe{x)dx (5.8)
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One can easily show by partial integration that the Fourier

transformation of exposure' s second derivative is equal to

oo

\ [ eluxd~ix^dx = ~u2ë{u) (5-9)

-oo

Using the Dirac identity, J g(x) -5(0) dx = /(0), the Fourier
— oo

transform of the delta distribution is simply

i— °? /—
2

eluxM0ö(x)dx = J-Mq (5.10)
7T J \ TV

-co

Finally, the Fourier transform of differential equation 5.7 is a

linear equation for ê(u).

M0 = ~Du2ê(u) - ke{u) (5.11)
TT

which is easily solved for ê(u):

Applying reverse Fourier transform to ê(u) ( Oberhettinger,

ref.(31), p.5), one gets the exposure:

jjbexphvgPM]
1 '

2D ^k/D
V '

The exposure as a function of distance x from the emission

point is plotted on figure 5.1.

In order to simplify the notation, let us introduce the pa¬

rameter z := y/D/k. The exposure then simplifies to

e(x) = ^-z-e-^z (5.14)
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e(x)

Figure 5.1: Exposure to a pulse-released che'mical, plotted as function

of the distance x from the emission point x = 0 of the chemical.

5.1.3 Characteristic spatial range as entropy rank

of the exposure distribution

Conceptually, spatial range is a measure of the spatial extent

of exposure. However, due to diffusion process, exposure is

larger than zero for every value of x. and has no well-defined

"ends". Accordingly, one has to define a domain of relevant

exposure. The spatial extent of this domain will then be taken

as the spatial range. The problem of defining a domain of

relevant exposure has many solutions: Scheringer (40) chose

the 95% quantile of exposure. Bennett et al. (3) and Van

Pul et al. (34), both using slightly different approaches, took

the point where the exposure drops to 1/e of its value at the

emission point. The measure chosen by Müller-Herold and

Nickel (30) is the entropy rank of the exposure distribution. It

is important to note that all these measures describe the shape
of the exposure, and give no information on its magnitude.

The entropy rank is somewhat unusual, but it has the ad¬

vantage of a clear theoretical meaning: The domain of relevant
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Figure 5.2: Exposure distribution e(x) plotted together with an equipar¬

tition g(x) with the same entropy rank. The exposure distribution is

obtained by dividing the exposure with a normalization factor. Between

x = —R/2 and x = +R/2, the exposure is considered significant and

assigned the constant value 1/R. Beyond these limits, exposure is not

considered significant and set to zero. The length R of the equipartition

is the entropy rank of the exposure distribution e(x). and the distance q

is the characteristic spatial range

exposure can be seen as the length of an equipartition distri¬

bution (see Fig. 5.2): inside the domain of relevant exposure,

the exposure is set to a constant, positive value. Outside the

domain of relevant exposure, the exposure is set to zero. The

entropy rank is then used to define an adequate equipartition,

namely, the equipartition with the same entropy rank as the

exposure distribution (A more detailed discussion of entropy

and entropy rank can be found in Appendix A).

As a simple introduction, let us calculate the entropy rank

of an equipartition
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j. for xe[-f,+f]
g(x) := { (5.15)

0 otherwise

The Shannon-Boltzmann entropy of a distribution is defined

as the average of the logarithm of the distribution. For an

equipartition g(x), it is given by:

CO

Sg:=- j g{x) Hg(x)} dx = ln[R] (5.16)

The entropy rank is in turn defined as the exponential of the

Shannon-Boltzmann entropy. Thus, the entropy rank of an

equipartition g{x) is equal to

es* = R (5.17)

Let us now calculate the entropy rank of the exposure

distribution s(x). The exposure distribution e(x) is simply

obtained from the exposure e(x):

£(x):=^ = -exphU 5.18
e lz z

with

e :=

+ oo

f e(x) dx=]jr (5-19)

The exposure distribution is thus equal to:

£(*) = -Uxp[-M] (5.20)

The Shannon-Boltzmann entropy of the exposure distribution

is:
oo

S£:=- / e(x) ln[e(x)] dx = ln[2z] + 1 (5.21)
— OO

and its entropy rank is given by

es" =2e-z (5.22)
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At that point, defining an equipartition with the same entropy
rank as the exposure distribution is quite easy: According to

5.17 and 5.22, one only has to set

R = 2e-z (5.23)

The characteristic spatial range is then defined as the half of

the length of the equivalent equipartition:

gif:=ä = e.z (5.24)

The superscript 1/ indicates the one-dimensional, flat geom¬

etry of the model.

If one compares the exposure at position x = g1-' with the

exposure at the emission point x — 0, one gets

e4^Q-
=
^4r

=^ - 6-6% (5-25)
e(x = 0) e(x = 0)

v !

Thus, taking the entropy rank as a measure of the spatial ex¬

tent of the domain of relevant exposure, one implicitly consid¬

ers exposure relevant if it is larger than 6.6% of the exposure

at the emission point.

5.1.4 Explicit form of characteristic spatial range

Substituting z = yD/k yields

glf = e-y/D/k (5.26)

Starting from a three-compartment model environment with

air, water and soil, characteristic spatial range can be ex¬

pressed as an explicit function of the three degradation rates

ka, kw, ks, the Henry's constant Kh and the octanol-water

partition coefficient Kow: Using the instant-equilibrium as¬

sumption, one can calculate the effective macroscopic diffusion

coefficient (Eq. 4.22), and the effective first-order degradation
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rate k (Eq.4.23). Then, one gets for the characteristic spatial

range

1/
= e .

lDaV* + DwVwKwa + DsVIkZ
(5 27)

V kaVa + kw VwKwa + ks VsKsa

with Kwa = RT/KH and Ksa = foc0AlKow-Kwa (see section

4.1). Illustrative examples of the calculation of the character¬

istic range in a three-compartment unit-world consisting of

the troposphere, the surface layer of the oceans, and the up¬

per layer of continental soil, are presented in chapter 7.

5.1.5 Quantile equivalent of the entropy rank

The entropy rank-based definition of characteristic spatial

range yields results that are very close to the ones obtained by

Scheringer (40) using the 95% interquantile distance of the ex¬

posure distribution. The 95% interquantile distance is defined

as the distance x — q so that

+ <7

/ e{x) dx = 0.95 (5.28)

Integrating the exposure distribution e between —g1? and g1^
yields

I e{x) dx = 1 - e"e ~ 0.934 (5.29)

-elf

Indeed, the values of characteristic range obtained by Müller-

Herold and Nickel using entropy-rank were found to be in

good agreement with the values obtained by Scheringer using
the 95% interquantile distance (30), and this despite the fact

that Scheringer does not use the instant equilibrium approxi¬

mation, but dynamic exchanges between the phases.
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5.1.6 Extension to a two-dimensional, flat geometry

Müller-Herold and Nickel also calculated the spatial range in a

two dimensional flat modelling environment (30). The spatial

range in the two-dimensional model geometry turns out to be

equal to its one-dimensional counterpart up to a constant near

one

g2f = l.lglf (5.30)

Thus, the spatial range in the two-dimensional model ge¬

ometry is slightly larger than the spatial range in the one-

dimensional geometry. This means that the exposure distri¬

bution in the two-dimensional model is a little flatter than in

the one-dimensional model.

5.2 One-dimensional circular model

The exposure can be calculated in a topologically more real¬

istic model, consisting of a one-dimensional ring with radius

r equal to the earth's radius. The dynamics modifies to a

reaction-diffusion problem with periodic boundary conditions:

é(M =

Z2^T^i kc(cp,t) -Tr<tp<TT
Dd2c(tp,t)
r2 dip12

c(cp,0) = M0ö(ip)

c("7T,i) = c(—TT,t)

c'(TT,t) = c'(-TT,t) (5.31)

Position is now given by (p 6 [—7r,pi] where ip is an angle in

rad. As in the linear one-dimensional model, the quantity Mo
is pulse-released at time t — 0 and position p = 0, and total

degradation occurs after a sufficiently long time:

limc(<p,t)=0 (5.32)

As in the one-dimensional flat geometry, time-integration of

the dynamics yields an ordinary differential equation for the
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exposure, which can be solved by Fourier transformation. The

resulting exposure

Mqt z cosh [(it — \p>\)r/z]
e(ip) =

is plotted in Fig.5.3.

D 2 sinh[7rr/2;]
(5.33)

Figure 5 3 Exposure plotted as functions of the angle ip from the emis¬

sion point of the chemical, located at the origin ip = 0 Circular and flat

representation of the same exposure pattern

The noimalization factor e is

+7T

i(<p) dip
Mo

k
(5.34)

which is identical to the normalization factor found in the

one-dimensional flat case. The exposure distribution is given
by

e((p) r cosh [{it — \<p\)r/z]
£(v) =

-

0 i r / i
e Iz

smh[7rr/zj

The spatial range, expressed in kilometers, is equal to

lc n r
rf -2arctan[e"r/z]i

g = e z tanh[7rr/2:j exp[
z ]

sinh[7rr/2;]

(5.35)

(5.36)
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5.3 Comparison of results for different

model geometries

Each one of the three model geometries yields slightly dif¬

ferent characteristic spatial ranges, but all three of them are

functions of the parameter z = ^JD/k.

gif —

e . z

g2-f =l.l-e-z

..
f - 2 arctanfe7^/2]

glc = e • z • tanh[nr/z expI— —

1—,

sinh[7rr/2;J

This was to be expected, since the characteristic spatial range

is a distance, and a simple dimensional analysis shows that

sjD/k has units of distance. Moreover, it seems natural that

the spatial range should grow with the mobility of the chem¬

ical, expressed by its macroscopic diffusion coefficient D, and

decrease with its reactivity, expressed by the effective first-

rate constant k.

The spatial ranges for the three different model geom¬

etry are plotted in Fig.5.4, as a function of the parame¬

ter z = sjD/k. It can be seen on figure 5.4 that, up to

t\ — 10'000km, q1^ can barely be differentiated from its

counterpart in the circular geometry, glc. Hence, one can

conclude that the effect of the earth's curvature on the spa¬

tial range is only significant for chemicals with a global range

(glf > 10'OOOfcm).
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Figure 5.4: Spatial range g as a function of z = WD/k for different

model geometries. The letter r stands for the earth radius, and rir is

equal to 20000 km, which is the maximal range in the circular (or spher¬

ical) geometries. (From Müller-Herold and Nickel, (30)).

5.4 Universality of the normalization factor

One can observe that the normalization factor ë is equal to

Mo/k in the one-dimensional flat case as well as in the circular

case. In fact, one can easily show that the normalization factor

is independent of the geometry of the model. Let us first

introduce the decay function M{t), describing the quantity of

substance in the model environment as a function of time. In

the circular model geometry, it is given by

M(t) := / c(ip,t)dip (5.37)

— TT

But, assuming first-order decay. M(t) is simply equal to:

M{) = MQe'kt (5.38)
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which depends on the decay processes only, and not on the

model geometry. As shown below, the normalization factor of

the exposure is simply the time integral of the decay function

M(t):

e := / e(p>) dp)

— 7T

+7T OO OO +7T

c(p,t)dtdp = / / c(p,t)d(pdt

-7T 0 0 -7T

OO

M<
M(t)dt = ^ (5.39)

k

Since the decay function M[t) is indépendant of the geometry

of the modelling environment, this also holds for the normal¬

ization factor ë.



Chapter 6

Secondary spatial range

Let us assume that a precursor A, released from a point

source, transforms to three different transformation products

B, C, and D:

B

A C

ftAD\

*
D

Furthermore, let's make the following assumptions on the

transformation reactions

1. There are no back reactions.

2. All the reactions obey (pseudo) first-order kinetics, the

corresponding effective first-order rate constants being
noted kAB, kAC and kAu.

The total degradation rate constant of A is the sum of the

three effective rate constants

^a = kA-Q + kAC + /cAD (6-1)

Let us now focus on transformation product B. It is evident

from equation 6.1 that its formation rate kAB cannot exceed

47
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the decay rate of its precursor, kAB < kA. Before getting
started with the calculation of the exposure to transformation

product B, eAB, and of the corresponding spatial range gAB,

let us define the terminology and the notation (Fig. 6.1):

• The primary exposure is the exposure to a pulse-released
chemical as calculated in the preceding chapter. It is

denoted by eA, and eB respectively.

• The characteristic spatial range is the spatial range cal¬

culated from the primary exposure. It is denoted by gA

and gB respectively.

• The secondary exposure is the exposure to the trans¬

formation product of a pulse-released precursor. The

secondary exposure is noted with a double index. For

example, if B is a transformation product of A, the sec¬

ondary exposure is noted eAB.

• The secondary spatial range calculated from the sec¬

ondary exposure is gAB

6.1 One-dimensional, flat model

6.1.1 Secondary exposure

In a one-dimensional flat model environment, the concentra¬

tion cAB of transformation product B of a precursor A is as¬

sumed to evolve according to the reaction-diffusion equation

Cab(M) = db t|—' kBcAB{x,t) + kABcA(x,t) (6.2)

With DB > 0 the coefficient of macroscopic (eddy) diffusion,

[DB] = km2 s of the transformation product. The precursor

A reacts to B with effective first-order rate constant 0 < kAB <

kA. Transformation product B is itself degraded with (pseudo-
)first-order rate constant kB > 0. As there is no back reaction,
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e(x)

u
Pa gB Pab

Figure 6.1: The primary exposure to chemical A and B, eA and eB, are

plotted as functions of the distance x from the emission point of A located

at the origin x = 0. The corresponding characteristic spatial ranges are

gA and qb .
The thick curve with a rounded top is the secondary exposure

eAB (a?) to chemical B. in this case a transformation product of A. The

corresponding secondary range, qab. is larger than the two characteristic

ranges, gA and gB.

the dynamics of precursor A remains unchanged, as given in

equation 5.1. However, whereas a quantity Mo of precursor is

pulse-released from a point source at position x = 0 and time

t = 0, the initial concentration of the transformation product
B at time t — 0 can be assumed to be zero everywhere:

cAB(x,0)=0 (6.3)

Transformation product B is completely degraded after a suf¬

ficiently long time:

lim cAB{x,t) = 0 (6.4)
t—>oc

The secondary exposure to degradation product B will now be

calculated using the same method as for the calculation of the

primary exposure. First, the dynamics described in eq. 6.2

is integrated with respect to time, using boundary conditions
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6.3 and 6.4. With the exposure defined as the time-integrated

concentration, one gets an ordinary differential equation for

secondary exposure eAB:

0 = DB—t^ kseAB(x) + kABeA(x) (6.5)

This ordinary differential equation can be solved by Fourier

transformation. Expressed in the Fourier space, it becomes:

0 = -DBu2êAB(u) - kBêAB(u) + kABêA(u) (6.6)

which is easily solved for eAB{u)

DBuz + kB

Recalling from the preceding chapter (equation 5.12) that

e«(u) = fe^Twör (6-8)

one can substitute êA in 6.7, and one gets

* ( \-
/^^bMq 1 1

,fi Q,
6ab[U)

-

V TT DADB
'

u2 + kB/DB
'

v? + kA/DA
lb"yj

The reverse Fourier transform of this expression ( ref. (31)

p.3) gives the secondary exposure.

with

zB = ^DB/kB, zA = ^DJkA (6.11)

The secondary exposure is plotted together with the primary

exposure in Fig. 6.2. The plausibility of expression 6.10 for

the secondary exposure will now be demonstrated with the

help of a limiting case. Let us consider the limiting case where

the precursor transforms into a unique transformation prod¬

uct. This implies kA = kAB. Introducing this condition in
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.e(x)

eAB(x)

Figure 6.2- Exposure to precursor A (primary exposure eA) and to its

transformation product B (secondary exposure eAB) as functions of the

distance x from the emission point of A located at the origin x = 0.

6.10 yields the corresponding expression of the secondary ex¬

posure:

M0
(x

2(Dr D
Afca

z e-M/zB __ z e~\x\/zA (6.1 2

If the transformation of A to B is not only complete, but also

instantaneous, i.e. kA —> oo, the secondary exposure simplifies
to

lim eAB(x)
kA—'oo

Mo

2£>,
-zBe

-\x\/zB (6.13)

which is identical to expression 5.14 of the primary exposure.

Indeed, releasing a precursor than instantaneously transforms

into a unique transformation product is equivalent to directly

releasing the transformation product itself.

6.1.2 Comparison with primary exposure

Under given conditions, the secondary exposure may be larger
than the primary exposure at the emission point, eAB(0) >
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eA(0). In this situation, the transformation product can be

seen as more relevant than the precursor, at least from the

point of view of the exposure. The conditions for such a

situation to occur will now be made explicit. According to

equations 5.13 and 6.10, eAB(0) > eA(0) rewrites as:

M0/cAB M0
>

.

°

(6.14)
2{kB^DAT~A + kA^DB~k;) 2v/7JIfc

The condition for the above inequality to be true is

kAB>kB\l +^^ ) (6.15)

that is, if the transformation product forms significantly faster

than it degrades, kAB >> kB, then the secondary exposure

may be larger than the primary exposure, even at the emis¬

sion point of the precursor. Note that, since kAB < kA, the

condition becomes kA > kAB >> kB. Thus, the secondary

exposure may be larger than the primary exposure only if

kA >> kB, i.e. if the transformation product is much more

stable than the precursor.

6.1.3 Secondary exposure distribution

The norm of the the secondary exposure is defined as

f+0°
i \a

fcABM0 22
eAB := /

eAB(x)dx
= zAzB (6.16)

J-oo Ua^b

Dividing the secondary exposure by its norm yields the sec¬

ondary exposure distribution eAB, which is required for the

calculation of the entropy rank

Cas(x) :=
^^

=

nf
,*

9, (zee""*'/** - *Ae-'*l/*A

(6.17)
Two observations can be made at this point:
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1. Independence on kAB: As the primary exposure distri¬

bution
,
the secondary exposure distribution £AB is inde¬

pendent of the amount of precursor released Mq. More

surprising is the independence of the secondary exposure

distribution on the effective first-order transformation

rate kAB, which cancels out in the process of normaliz¬

ing the exposure. In view of the general data situation,
it must be regarded as a stroke of luck that a theory of

secondary ranges can be developed without numerical

values for tranformation rates A;AB which, as a rule, are

quite difficult to obtain.

2. Symmetry: The secondary exposure distribution re¬

mains unchanged if one permutes the indexes A and B.

This indicates that the precursor and the transforma¬

tion product both have the same influence on the sec¬

ondary exposure distribution. As will be shown below,
this symmetry holds for the secondary spatial range.

6.1.4 Secondary spatial range

As for the characteristic spatial range, the secondary spatial

range of transformation products are calculated via the en¬

tropy rank of exposure distribution (see Appendix A). The

Shannon-Boltzmann entropy of the secondary exposure dis¬

tribution is

/+oo eAB(x)ln[eAB(x)]dx (6.18)
-oo

It is associated with the entropy rank RAB:

ÄAB:=eSAB (6.19)

and the spatial range is defined as the half of the entropy rank

(see Figure 5.2):

6ab := -Rab (6.20)

The calculation of the Shannon-Boltzmann entropy of the

secondary exposure distribution is relatively involved. This
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is why we shall start with the more simple degenerate case

zA = zB, and then solve the general case zA ^ zB.

Degenerate case zA = zB

The degenerate case zA = zB implies that the two compounds

involved have the same characteristic spatial range: gA = gB

(see equation 5.24). The secondary exposure distribution in

the degenerate case is equal to

lim eAB(x) := eAA(x) = l±j-==-_ . G-\*\/** (6.21)
Zß^ZA 4:Z

A

Its Shannon-Boltzmann entropy is (see Appendix B for the

detailed calculations).

/+CO Eaa^J " m[£AA(;c)j dx

-oo

In
1

AzA
+ l-\eE1(l) (6.22)

where Ei(l) is the exponential integral defined by

• oo e-t
E1:=- dt (6.23)

Ji t

The associated entropy rank is equal to

Raa = e5AA = 4 • zA exp [-|e£i(l)] (6.24)

which leads to the secondary spatial range:

6aa = \Raa =2 exp [-•|e£i(l)] e • zA (6.25)

Insertion of the numerical value -Ei(l) ~ 0.219384

(ref. (1), [p. 293]) together with substitution e • zA = gA (equa¬
tion 5.24) yields the (degenerate) secondary spatial range gAA

as a function of the characteristic range gA :

£AA « 1.4843 • gA (6.26)
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Hence, for precursor and transformation products with iden¬

tical characteristic spatial range gA = gB. the secondary range

of chemical B as a transformation product of chemical A

is about 1.5 times as large as their identical characteristic

ranges.

General case zA ^ zB

For different characteristic ranges gA ^ gB. and therefore

zA ^ zB, the Shannon-Boltzmann entropy ,SAB of secondary

exposure distribution £AB (equation 6.17) is given by (for de¬

tails see Appendix B):

+oo

SAB = - sAB(x)\n[eAB(x)] dx

—CO

=

(4 + 4) -msix{zA,zB}\zA - zB\ F(0)

min{2;A,2:B}(zA + zB)

~ ""^rW1 <6'27)

with

F(q\ ._ V^ min{2:A,2:B} /min{2:A.zB}

£fQ min{zA.zB} + n\zA - zB\ \max{zA, zB}

(6.28)
where max{zA, zB} denotes the maximum and min{zA, zB} de¬

notes the minimum of zA and zB. The corresponding sec¬

ondary spatial range is

£ab = (^a + ^b)- exp
4 + 4

exp

min{zA,zB}(zA + zB

m&x{zA, zB}\zA - zB\ F(0)

mm{zA,zB}(zA +zB)

(6.29)

Substituting the characteristic ranges gA/e for zA and gB/e for

zB into equation 6.29 yields secondary range gAB as a function
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of the characteristic ranges:

6ab = (qa + Qb) exp

exp

Q2a + 6% 1'
min{pA,^B}(^A + 6b)

max{gA, gB}\gA - gB\ F(0)

mm{gA,gB}(gA + gB)

(6.30)

Again, we gratefully state that conversion constants of type

kAB do not enter the result. As a second important qualitative

result, one observes that the secondary range is always smaller

than the sum of the respective characteristic ranges,

6ab < (6a + 6b) (6.31)

Indeed, definition 6.28 entails -F(O) > 0. and it follows that

the argument of the exponential in equation 6.30 is negative.
This can be sharpened to give the following inequality:

max{gA,gB} < gAB < 1.4843 • max{gA, gB} (6.32)

The lower limit is attained, if the smaller of the two ranges

approaches zero, i.e., if mm{gA, gB} = 0, which is a rather

intuitive result. The upper limit is attained in the degenerate
case, i.e. for gA — gB. Hence, the chemical with the larger
characteristic range dominates secondary range, regardless of

it being the precursor or the transformation product. This is

due to the fact that secondary range is a symmetrical function

of the two characteristic ranges (equation 6.30).

A simple "rule of thumb" can be deduced from the above:

If the characteristic spatial range of the transformation prod¬
uct is larger than the characteristic spatial range of the pre¬

cursor, then the secondary spatial range of the pair is larger
than 1,5 times the characteristic spatial range of the precur¬

sor. This can be expressed more clearly as

Qb > Qa =^> Qab > 1-5 • 6a (6.33)

and can be seen at once on Figure 6.3.
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Qab

1.48g

1.48max{gA, gB}

Qab

max{pA, gB}

Figure 6.3: Secondary range gAB of B as a transformation product of A.

The solid line shows qab (as a multiple of the characteristic range gA

of the precursor A) as a function of the characteristic range gB of B

(likewise as a multiple of gA). One observes that gAB < 1.48 max{^A, gB}
(see inequality (6.32)), the maximum gAB a; 1.48 max{gA, gB} being at

Qa = Qb-

6.1.5 Analytic approximation of secondary spatial

ranges

Although Eq. (6.30) gives the correct numerical results, its

form is too complicated to give direct qualitative insight, the

main complication being the infinite sum F(0). An essential

simplification is achieved if the inequality

F(0) < 1
min{gA,gB} min{gA,gB}

\Qa~Qb\ m&x{gA,gB}
(6.34)

is used as an approximation. (For a proof of inequality 6.34

see Appendix C). Substituting the right-hand side of inequal¬

ity 6.34 in the expression for the exact secondary range in

the one-dimensional, flat case ( equation 6.30) yields a simple
approximative expression for secondary ranges:

Qab. app kQa + Qb) exp
max{gA ,gB}

6a + 6b
(6.35)
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1
l PAB.App

eAB

! ! >
1 1 1 *

0a 2gA 3gA 4gA

Figure 6.4-' Precision of approximation : Approximative secondary range

ÖAB.app (in units of the exact value gAB ) as a function of the charac¬

teristic range of the transformation product gB (in units of qa ). The

approximative value (equation 6.35) is always smaller than the exact

value given in equation 6.30. The largest discrepancy between the ap¬

proximated and the exact secondary range is 18.3% in the degenerate
case gA = qb .

It can be seen from Figure 6.4 that gAB^vv is a fairly good
approximation to the exact secondary range, the largest dis¬

crepancy of 18.3 % arising in the degenerate case gA = gB.

6.1.6 A more precise, equally simple fitting formula

One can build a function which is similar to the exact expres¬

sion of secondary spatial range on a number of critical points.
To this end, let us first define the comparison criterion: Using
the expression of secondary range as function of the two char¬

acteristic ranges gA and gB (eq.6.30) one can easily calculate

two limits:

lim 6ab{6a,6b) =max{^A,^B} (6.36)
min{oA,eB}-*0

lim Qab(Qa,Qb) f 7
= 1 (6-37)

max{eA,0B}—>oo max\gA, gBf
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Both limits simply express that the largest characteristic

range dominates the secondary range. Furthermore, we know

from the degenerate case that

6ab(6a,6a) ~ 1-5£A (6.38)

and finally, we know that the secondary range is a symmetric

expression with respect to the index A and B:

6ab{6a,6b) = 6ab{Qb,6a) (6.39)

Now, one can look for an approximation gABfit{6A, 6a) that

fulfills conditions 6.36 to 6.39. After testing numerous possi¬

bilities, the following expression was retained:

, x 6a + 6b
,

6b
.

6a -

(R .„s

QabMq^, Pa) :=

—2—
+

2l+gA/gB
+

^j^ (6.40)

It is as simple as Eq. (6.35) but an even better approximation

(Fig. 6.5).The largest discrepancy is 1.06% (!), and arises in

the degenerate case gA — gB.

Using the equality gA = e zA and gB = e • zB, the approx¬

imated form £>AB,fit can also be expressed as

,ZB+ZA
,

/1\1+W-B ^Vl
+ZB/ZA^

QAB,&t = e-\
2

+Zb (?) \?J

(6.41)
If one now defines

Zb+Za flV+^ fl\1+^
r ^

Zab:=JLY^ +
zb-^~) +Za'{2J (6-42)

Secondary range can then be expressed in analogy to charac¬

teristic range

Qab fit = e • 2AB . (6.43)
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3AB fit

A ÔAE

102

101

100 -

0 99 —

0 00

Qa 2gA Qb

Figure 6 5 The ratio between the approximated secondary range gAB gt

and the exact foim pAB is plotted as a function of the characteristic

range pB of the transformation product B The approximated secondaiy

range (Eq (6 40)) is an upper bound for the exact value (Eq (6.30)).
the largest discrepancy being 1 06 % m the degenerate case gA = gB

6.2 One-dimensional circular model

6.2.1 Dynamics and exposure

The calculation of secondary exposure in the one-dimensional

spherical model is done using the same method as in the one-

dimensional linear model. The dynamics for the ti ansforma¬

tion product is given by the following reaction-diffusion equa¬

tion with periodic boundary conditions:

"--AB

cAB

J

AB
c

(0,0)

(TT,t)

M)

DB d2cAB(p.t)
r2 dp)2

= c

CAB (

AB *

-7T,t)

-Tl.t)

kBcAB(p>,t) + kABcA(p,t)

(6.44)

The parameters DB > 0. kA > kAB > 0 and kB > 0 are the

same as in the one-dimensional flat model. Position is now
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given by ip G [—tv, tv] where p> is an angle in rad, and r is the

earth radius. Total degradation of B occurs after a sufficiently

long time:

lim c(p>, t) = 0 (6.45)
t—>oo

As in the flat model, time-integration of the dynamics yields

an ordinary differential equation for the exposure, which can

be solved by Fourier transformation. The resulting secondary

exposure is

.(¥>)
kABM0r zAz

2 ^2
B

2DADK zl

zA cosh 7T m
ZA

zB cosh 7T m
ZB

sinh[7T—
L ZA-

sinh["7r—]

(6.46)

The secondary exposure is plotted together with the pri¬

mary exposure in Fig. 6.6. The normalization factor ëAB =

being independent of the geometry, one can di-M°z2z2
DADB ~A~B

rectly calculate the secondary exposure distribution eAB(p>) =

eAB/ eAB:

.M =

2{zl-4

zA cosh 7T m

sinh[7r
ZA-

ZA
zB cosh (tt- \p\)

smh[TT~]

ZB

6.2.2 Approximated secondary spatial range

(6.47)

In the circular case, the calculation of the analytic form of

the Shannon-Boltzmann entropy of the secondary exposure

distribution is quite difficult. However, a very good analytic

approximation of the secondary spatial range can be obtained:
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primary exposure

secondary exposure

Figure 6.6: Primary exposure and secondary exposure in a one-

dimensional ring model geometry: Circular and flat representation of

the same exposure pattern

In the expression for the characteristic spatial range (in kilo¬

meters) in the ring model calculated by Müller-Herold and

Nickel

q
c
= e • ztanh[7rr/z] exp[

f - 2 arctanfe7^/2].

smh[7rr/zj

one substitutes the parameter z^b for z:

(6.48)

É?AB,fit ezAB tanh[7rr/zAB] exp[
f -2arctan[e7rr/ZAB].

sinh[7rr/2:AB
(6.49)

with zAB as defined in 6.42. The approximation gAcB fit
is plot¬

ted in Fig. 6.7 against the high-precision numerical value of

the secondary range obtained with Mathematica (c). Thus,

in both the circular and flat model geometry, secondary spa¬

tial range can be expressed as a pseudo-characteristic range.

Consequently, in analogy to characteristic spatial range, the
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yAB,fit

Figure 6.7: Ratio between the approximated secondary range and the

exact (numerical) secondary range in the circular case, expressed as a

function of gB. The characteristic spatial range gA is considered a fixed

parameter. The largest discrepancy, (about 4%) between the approx¬

imation qacb fit
and the exact (numerical) secondary range gAcB is for

Qa = Qb-

inclusion of curvature will have no effects on secondary spatial

range smaller than 10'OOOkm (See Fig. 5.4)
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6.3 Summary

The analytic method proposed by Müller-Herold and Nickel

(30) for the calculation of the spatial range of precursors was

successfully extended to first-generation transformation prod¬
ucts. The result obtained is a closed formula for secondary

spatial range gAB, expressed as a function of the respective
characteristic ranges gA and gB of precursor A and transfor¬

mation product B. It is proposed as a proxy measure for the

spatial extent of the overall impact of a pollutant. Two im¬

portant features of secondary spatial range can be extracted

from the exact expression derived in the one-dimensional, flat

model geometry (Eq.6.30):

• Secondary spatial range is bound by the larger of the

characteristic ranges

max{pA, gB} < gAB < 1.4843 • m&x{gA, gB}

As a consequence, the overall impact is significantly

larger the direct impact of the precursor if the char¬

acteristic spatial range of the transformation product is

larger than the characteristic spatial range of the pre¬

cursor:

6b > 6a =^ Qab > 1-5 • Qp

• Secondary spatial range does not depend on the trans¬

formation rate kAB of precursor A into transformation

product B.

The exact form of secondary spatial range in the one-

dimensional, flat model geometry is quite complicated, but

a simple but yet precise approximation was constructed:

^AB,flt —
6a + 6b Qb Qa

2
'

21 + eA/eB
'

91 + e,b/öa
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Finally, it was shown that secondary spatial range can be

expressed in the same form as characteristic spatial range

(Equ.6.43 and 6.49). Thus, as for characteristic spatial ranges,

the results obtained in the flat model geometry will hold for

the circular geometry for spatial ranges up to 10'OOOkm.



Chapter 7

Illustrative examples

The pair benzene/ phenol was chosen to illustrate the case

Qa > Qb- Emissions of benzene are connected with its pres¬

ence in gasoline. Benzene shows no direct photolysis, but re¬

acts with photochemically produced OH radicals in the tropo¬

sphere, with phenol as its main degradation product in clean

air (22). Besides being a degradation product of benzene,

phenol is also a high-production volume chemical used as an

intermediate in the production of various chemicals, such as

phenolic resins, caprolactam, and bisphenol A.

The pair Methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)/teri-butyl al¬

cohol (TBA) was taken as representative example of the case

Qa ~ Qb- MTBE is used as gasoline oxygenate and therefore

produced in huge amounts. It has been detected in urban air,
surface water, and groundwater. Because of its resistance to

biodégradation and high water solubility, it is a designated
groundwater contaminant (23). Its most thoroughly investi¬

gated degradation path yields tert-hutyl alcohol (TBA), which

is quite persistent (6).

The third case, gA < gB, is illustrated by the pair hep¬

tachlor/ heptachlor epoxide. Heptachlor was widely used as

a non-agricultural insecticide. Now that it is officially listed

as a Persistent Organic Pollutant (33), the only permitted
commercial use is for fire ant control in buried electric power

transformers, and in underground cable television and tele¬

phone cable boxes. Heptachlor degrades to heptachlor epoxide
in the environment. Heptachlor epoxide is neither produced

commercially nor is it normally present as an impurity in com¬

mercial heptachlor, so that the only source of heptachlor epox-

66
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ide is from the degradation of heptachlor. Both heptachlor
and heptachlor epoxide are potential human carcinogens and

bioaccumulate extensively (22).

First, characteristic spatial range will be calculated for

each of these six chemicals. This will be followed by the

calculation of secondary spatial range for the three precur¬

sor/transformation product pairs. All calculations are done in

a three-compartment model with one-dimensional, flat model

geometry. As it will turn out, all the spatial ranges calculated

in this chapter are smaller than 10'OOOkm. Accordingly, cal¬

culation in the circular model geometry would yield similar

results.

7.1 Characteristic spatial range

The model environment is constituted of the three compart¬
ment air, water and soil, indicated by the corresponding in¬

dices i = a,w,s. The corresponding (relative) volume and

macroscopic transport coefficient were taken in accordance

with Scheringer (ref. (43) p. 114 and 117):

Compartment D% (km2 s x) Vt[—}

water 0.01 233

air 2 200 000

soil 0 1

The temperature T of the system is set to 298K.

Using the effective (eddy) diffusion coefficient D

(Equ.4.22) and the effective reaction constant k (Equ.4.23),
following from the instant equilibrium assumption (Chapt.4),
one can directly calculate the ratio D/k from the macroscopic

transport coefficients Da, Ds, Dw and the (pseudo) first-order

degradation rates ka, ks and kw :

D/k=
/DgVa + DwVwKwa + DsVsKsa

V ka Va + kw VwKwa + ks VsKsa
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with

Kwa = RT/KH and Ksa = foc0AlKow Kwa (7.2)

Hence, in a three-compartments model, one only needs five

measurable parameters to calculate the effective macroscopic

transport coefficient and the effective first-order degradation
rate of a chemical. These substance-specific parameters are:

1. the Henry's law constant Kh-, [Kh] = atm m3 mol-1

2. the octanol/water partition coefficient Kow, usually

given as a decimal logarithm, \og[Kow] — [—]

3. the (pseudo) first-order degradation rates ka, kw and ks
in each compartment i, [kt] = s-1

They are listed in table D.l and D.2. Once the effective macro¬

scopic transport coefficient and the effective first-order de¬

gradation rates are known, the characteristic spatial range in

the one-dimensional, flat model geometry is easily calculated

using relation 5.26

g = e-^D~Jk

The characteristic spatial ranges of the six chemicals consid¬

ered here can be found in the first column of table 7.2.

7.2 Secondary spatial range

Phenol, TBA and heptachlor epoxide are assumed to be first-

generation transformation products, as defined in section 4.4.

Secondary spatial ranges are calculated using the exact form

for the one-dimensional flat geometry Equ. (6.30), and its best

approximation Equ. (6.40). The results are compiled in Ta¬

ble 7.2 and plotted in Fig. 7.1.

Secondary spatial range is most influenced by the chem¬

ical with the largest characteristic spatial range. Thus, the
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Table 7.1: Effective eddy diffusion coefficients and effective degradation
rates in a three-compartment model environment.

Compound D [Ws"1] fc [s-1]

Methyl tert-butyl ether 1.9 6.93- 10^7

tert-Butyl alcohol 6.44- KT1 1.34- 10~7

Benzene 1.99 3.85 • 10~7

Phenol 3.13- KT2 3.46 • 10"6

Heptachlor 1.62 1.61- 10-5

Heptachlor epoxide 4.04- 10"1 6.57- 10~7

Table 7.2: For a three-compartment model environment with flat, one-

dimensional geometry: characteristic spatial ranges ga, Qb, exact sec¬

ondary spatial range qab ancl approximated secondary spatial range

öab fit f°r three precursors/transformation products pairs.

Qa, Qb £>ab Qab fit

p
. -. Heptachlor

Heptachlor epoxide

860km

2140km
2370km 2380km

p
.

0 Methyl iert-butyl ether
i air Z

tert-Butyi alcohol

4500km

6000km
7850km 7930km

p
. „

Benzene

Phenol

6140km

270km
6190km 6230km
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Figure 7.1: Characteristic and secondary spatial ranges for three pre¬

cursor/transformation product pairs. It clearly appears that secondary
spatial range is most influenced by the chemical with the larger charac¬

teristic spatial range. Consequently, the secondary spatial range of a pair
is significantly higher than the characteristic spatial range of the precur¬

sor if the transformation product has the largest characteristic range (see
the pair heptachlor/heptachlor epoxide).

secondary spatial range of the pair benzene/phenol is domi¬

nated by the precursor. The opposite is true of the pair hep¬

tachlor/heptachlor epoxide, where secondary spatial range is

clearly dominated by the transformation product. The pair

methyl ieri-butyl ether/ tert-butyl alcohol is close to the de¬

generate case (the secondary range of 7850 km being about

1.5 times the average characteristic range of 5250 km of the

two compounds) and both chemicals contribute significantly
to secondary spatial range.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Conclusions

The analytic method developed by Müller-Herold and Nickel

for estimating the spatial extent of the direct impact was

successfully extended to first-generation transformation prod¬

ucts. The result obtained, called secondary spatial range, is a

proxy measure for the spatial extent of the overall (chemical)
impact.

The utility of secondary spatial range as a proxy measure

of the spatial extent of the overall impact is illustrated by the

following example: Measurements show that the transforma¬

tion product heptachlor epoxide is one of the major chlori¬

nated contaminant in snow samples from the Canadian arctic

(18), whereas its precursor, heptachlor. is not. This indicates

that the spatial extent of the overall impact of heptachlor is

significantly larger than the spatial extent of its direct impact.
This is well accounted for by the model presented here, which

gives a secondary range of 2370km for heptachlor epoxide, and

a characteristic range of 860km for heptachlor. The difference

of a factor 3 between the two ranges is reflected in the exper¬

imental findings that the epoxide reaches the arctic, whereas

its precursor does not. According to Müller-Herold and Nickel

(30), 860 km corresponds to local ranges, whereas 2370km is

regarded as hemispherical. Thus, heptachlor appears as a lo¬

cal chemical if one considers only its direct impact, but it is an

hemispherical chemical if one takes its transformation product

heptachlor epoxide into account (See Fig. 8.1). In conclusion,
it turns out that the integration of transformation products in

71
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ID

Figure 8.1: Characteristic spatial range ga appears as a lower bound for

the spatial extent gAB of the overall impact of a pollutant, symbolized

by the graded column.

an assessment based on spatial range is not only technically

feasible, but also necessary.

There is no specific approach to transformation products

in the current assessment practice: Relevant transformation

products of pesticides are treated like their precursors, but

transformation products of non-pesticides are generally not

assessed at all. However, it is stated in the Dangerous Sub¬

stance Directive that:

"If it can be shown to be necessary for the eval¬

uation of risks which may be caused by the sub¬

stance, the competent authorities may ask for fur¬

ther information, verification and/or confirmatory
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tests concerning the substances or their transfor¬
mation products". (art. 16, Directive 67/548/EC)

The Directive and the corresponding technical guidance doc¬

ument are rather vague on how to demonstrate the relevance

of a transformation product for the risk evaluation. Conse¬

quently, a criterion based on spatial range is proposed here:

It is shown in the present work that the spatial extent of the

overall impact is significantly larger than the spatial extent of

the direct impact if a transformation product has a larger
characteristic spatial range than its precursor (See section

6.3). Moreover, approximations for each of the five substance-

specific parameters necessary for the calculation of character¬

istic spatial ranges can be generated .by computer models (4).
Finally, the calculation of spatial ranges can easily be. clone

in any commercial spreadsheet software. Thus, a simple com¬

parison of the characteristic spatial ranges of precursor and

transformation products could be a powerful tool for sorting
out transformation products deserving a more comprehensive
assessment.

8.2 Outlook

Only first-generation transformation products are considered

in the present work. Preliminary calculations show that the

method can be extended to later-generation transformation

products with only minor changes For example, assuming the

reaction path A —> B —> C, the complete dynamics would

be:

CA\X,tj = 1JA — KACA[X,t)
OzX

d2cB(x.t)
cB{x.t) = DB — kBcB[x, t) -f- kABcA{x, t)

Ozx

cc(x,t) = Dc ^—- kccc(x,t) + kBCcB(x,t)

•1)
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with the limiting conditions

cA(x,0) = MQS(x)

cB(x,0) = cc(x,0) = 0

(8.2)

One can then easily calculate the exposure distiibution for

the second-generation transformation product C. Taking the

entropy rank of this "ternary exposure distribution' might be

difficult, but one could choose another way to define an equiv¬
alent equipartition, based for example on the equivalent width

or the expected value of the exposure distribution. However,
the spatial range will grow with each additional generation.
If one goes as far as including CO2. all organic chemicals will

ultimately have the same maximal spatial range of 20'000km.

This reflects the fact that all organic chemicals contribute

to the global rise of the CO2 level, but spatial range, being
identical for all chemicals, would be totally useless as an as¬

sessment tool. Therefore, further investigations should aim

at finding criterion for determining how many generations of

transformation products are relevant and should be included

in the calculation of the spatial extent of the impact.



Appendix A

Entropy rank and Spatial Range

The entropy S of a material system consisting of 1/w (0 <

w < 1) states with the same energy, is given by the Boltzmann

formula

S = -k\nw (A.l)

According to the rules of statistical mechanics, these states

occure with the same probability. Due to the normalization

of total probability to 1, the probability of each state is w.

The Boltzmann formula can be regarded as a special case

of the more general Shannon-Boltzmann entropy

N

S = -kYJPi^Pi (A.2)
7= 1

Indeed, if all probabilities pz are identical: pt = 1/iV, one

becomes

N

S = -fcy^pJnp,
t=i

= -kN(— In— )

-klnJv ^ = j\
(A.3)

Thus, the Boltzmann formula is the special case of the

Shannon-Boltzmann entropy A.2 adapted to equipartition,
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i.e. to equally probable events. It was Einstein1 (16) who

proposed to invert Boltzmann's formula and to use the fact

that the exponential of entropy is a probability.

w = e~s/k (A.4)

The same applies to the exponential e~slh of any Shannon-

Boltzmann entropy S = —k^2^D1pl In.pt, with Yl^LiPt = 1-

Its reciproke
R := es/k (A.5)

is called the entropy rank of the probability distribution p% >

0 i = 1,2, ....(Note that i may go to infinity. If only a finite

number M < oo of events is to be considered, the probabilities

Pi>m are taken as zero). 1/R is a probability. It is associated

with the probability distribution {p\\ used to calculate R.

The relation between 1/R and the ~p% clearly appears if one

applies the Boltzmann formula A.l for w = 1/R.

-fc-ln(-M = -k]n(e~s^

= S =-k^^pl\xipt (A.6)
i=i

Thus, 1/R is the probability of R events with equal probability

1/R such that the equipartition distribution has the same

Shannon-Boltzmann entropy as the original distribution {pz}.
The entropy rank R, accordingly, gives the number i of events

one has to consider if the pt are replaced by an isoentropic

equipartition distribution.

On page 188 of his paper "Zum gegenwärtigen Stand des Strahlungs¬
problems", Einstein proposes to use the Boltzmann formula, um "aus

den mit Hilfe der Erfahrung ermittelten Entropiewerten die statis¬

tische Wahrscheinlichkeit der einzelnen Zustände eines nach aussen

abgeschlossenen systems zu ermitteln.''
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6

Figure A 1 Plot of the normed probability distribution pn = n/(n +
1)' This distribution rapidly decreases with n Its entropy îank R is

approximately equal to 3

A.l Example

The sequence pn = n/(n -j- 1)!. n = 1,2,... is a normed

probability distribution: pn > 0
. J2n°=iPn — 1) which rapidly

decays with n. The first three terms already contributes 95%

to the infinite sum. Its entropy is defined as

S = -k^2{n/(n + l)\}ln{n/(n + l)l} « k 1.1303 (A.7)
n=l

gives an entropy rank of R = eslk = 3.09685 ~ 3. The corre¬

sponding équipai titon distribution q^ with the same entropy
rank is given by

Qk =
1/3 n = l,2,3
0 n > 4

(A.

(See Figure A.l)
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A.2 Entropy rank and chemical assessment

In this short digression we want to give an argument pre¬

sented informally by Müller-Herold for the distinguished role

of entropy in chemical assessment. Due to transport pro¬

cesses, such as eddy diffusion, a point-released molecule can

appear at any place on the globe with, however, highly differ¬

ent probability. The concept of spatial range can be used to

divide the world into two regions: An inner region where the

chemical is likely to appear and an outer region where this

is unlikely. Within the two regions, no further distinctions

are made, which corresponds to equipartition. The equiparti¬

tion probability of the outer
" safe" region is idealized to zero.

The equipartition probability of the inner region is fixed only

by its size (because of normalization). In our approach we

take advantage of the fact that entropy rank directly fixes

the equipartition probability as well as the size of the en¬

dangered domain. In addition, when passing from the "real"

distribution to equipartition, the Shannon-Boltzmann entropy

remains constant and thus plays the role of a controlling in¬

variant.

A.3 Remark

Although entropy ranks of Shannon-Boltzmann entropies

plays a distinguished role its choice is not uniquely fixed.

There are other entropies than the Shannon-Boltzmann en¬

tropy, which is actually a special case of Renyi entropy. In

case of N events with probability q^.k — 1,2,... ,N the Renyi

entropy of degree a is given by (36):

1 f N N 1
Sa = log2 N - —- log2 <^ $>fc)a/ J2<lk\ ,

a ^ 1 (A-9)
a

lk=i k=i J

Each of these Renyi entropies defines an entropy rank Ra =

e that could be used for a definition of spatial ranges. The

Shannon-Boltzmann entropy is obtained as the limiting case

for a —> 1.



Appendix B

Entropy of secondary exposure

B.l Degenerate case

The secondary exposure distribution in the degenerate case is

equal to

1 I \x\ I,

1 -+" \x\
lim sAB{x) := sAA{x) =

ZA

exp[ ] (B.l)
ZB^ZA "lZA ZA

Its entropy is

/+oo eAA(x) An[eAA(x)} dx

-oo

Jo 4

• (lnfz^/4] — zAx + ln[l + zAx]) dx

(B.2)

Substituting y = zgx and re-arranging yields

Saa =
-t: / e-v(l + y)ln[zB/A}-e-y(y + y2)

Z JO
"

v

' N

v

'

A B

+ 6-^(1 +y)ln[l + y] dy (B.3)

c

Integration yields

»-f-OO

A = / e-y(l+y)ln[zA/4]dy = 2lii[zA/4] (B.4)
Jo
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/-t-oo

B = / e-y{y + y2)dy
Jo

-oo

= -e~y(y2 +3y + 3

P+ OO

C = / e~y {1 +y) ln[l +y] dy
Jo

r+ oo

= / e^(l+ln[l+y])dy
Jo

3 (B.5)

e

1 + /
r— dy

Jo i + y

-oo

Q-v
= 1-f-e- / d,v,v = l + y

"

(B.6)
Ji v

The numerical value of the exponential integral is

r+°° e-v
/ dv = E1(l) ^0.219384 (B.7)
A v

Substituting A, B and C into equation B.3, one obtains

SAA = -\n[zAß] + l-yE1(l) (B.8)

B.2 General case

Starting from secondary exposure distribution eAB (equation

6.17) we first calculate the indefinite integral

Sab{x) := - / eAB{x)ln[£AB(x)] dx =

e-mm{zA,zB}x(ZAZ^ -zAzB) - Z%Q~ZaX + z\(TZbX

2min{zA,zB}{zA - z2B)

\za ~ zB\m.&x\zA,zB}e^min^ZA'ZB^x . .

— • F(x)
2min{zA,zB}(zA + zB)

+
A

2,2 _*2\ H£ab(x)] (B.9)
L\ZA ZB)
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with F(x) defined as:

F(x) = Y
mm{zA,zB}

£^Q mïn{zA,zB} + n\zA-zB\

/nÉMe.|y.IB|ïy
\uia,x{zA,zB} J

Derivation of equation B.9 with respect to x allows for a ver¬

ification of the indefinite integral. Entropy is now given as

the corresponding definite integral

/+oo £AB(x)ln[eAB(x)] dx

-oo

/>+00

= -2 • / EAB(x)\n.[eAB(x)] dx

>o

+ oo

= 2-sAB(x) (B.11)
0

First we show that the upper bound is equal to zero. The

function F(x) is clearly majorated by a geometric series:

< y
frnm{zA,zB} ]xA_ZB]xy

r~o Vmax{zA,zB} J

The geometric series on the right-hand side of equation B.12

can be summed

y ( mixi{zA, zB} c-\2A-ZB\x\n
_

1

^\max{zA,zB} J i
_

mm{zA zb} -\ZA-ZB\x
0 max{2A.zB}

(B.13)
and the upper limit of F(x) is thus

lim F(x) < 1 (B.14)
x—+oo

It now follows from equations B.9 and B.14 that

lim sAB(x) =0 (B.15)
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For x going to zero sAB is given by

{z\ + z2B) - xr<xx{za,zb}\za ~ zb\F(0)
lim sAB(x)
x^O

+ -In
2

2min{zA, zB}(zA + zB)

zAzB

2{zA + zB)
(B.16)

where

F(0) - V" mm{zA,zB} / min{zA,zB}
^min{zA, zB} + n\zA - zB\ \max{zA, zB}
n=0

(B.17)

Thus, introducing the limits found in B.15 and B.16 into equa¬

tion B.ll, one gets the entropy in the non-degenerate general

case:

Sab =

(zA + z2B) - max{zA, zB}\zA - zB\F{0)

In

min{zA,zB}(zA + zB)

zAzB

2(zA + zB)
(B.18)
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Majoration of F(0)

The goal is to demonstrate that

m<1+^{^ZB}.min{zA,ZB}
\zA-zB\ max{zA,zB}

is a correct majoration for F(0) in the case zA ^ zB- Substi¬

tuting definition 6.28 of the function F(0) in inequality C.l

yields

v^ min{zA,zB} ( n\m{zA, zB}

£^Q min{zA,zB} +n\zA - zB\ \max{zA,zB}

mm{zA,zB} min{zA,zB}
ln 0,

\zA~zB\ mo.x{zA,zB\

Extracting the term n = 0 from the infinite sum, one becomes

y> min{zA,zB} /mm{zA,zB}

£-J vam{zA,zB} +n\zA - zB\ \max{zA,zB}

min{zA,zB} min{zA,zB}

\zA-zB\ max{zA,zB}
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Substracting 1 on both sides and dividing by ^"h^'t
i'~J

111 ciX ^ ZA j-2ß f

yields

oo

min{z^zb} f min{zA, zB}

n=

n-1

^ minlz^zg} + n\zA - zB\ \max{zA, zB}

min{zA,zB}
<

\ZA - ZB\

after re-arranging one becomes

min{z^, ZB} ( mm{zA,zB}xn
CO

E
71=^ minlz^jZß}-f-n]^ - zß| \max{2A, ^s}

1
<

-,

_

ui\q{za,zb}
max{z,i,zB}

The next inequality is simply obtained by adding 1 on both

sides

i + E
minlzA, 2;B } / min{z^, zB }

n=l
mm{zA,zB}+n\zA-zB\ \max{zA,zB}

1
< -

n-l

1
_

min{zA,ZB}
maxfz^jZs}

(C.3)

Inequality C.3 will now be demonstrated: The term inside the

sum can be rewritten as:

mm{zA,zB} /min{z^,zs}
n-l

mm{zA,zB} + n\zA - zB\ \max{zA, zB} J
1 f mm{zA,zB}

min{z^,zB} j n I

max{z^,Zß} maxfzyt.Zfl} "

We will now prove that

ZB\ \max{zA,zB)

(C.4)

min{zA,zB} , n I
_

zrI

raax{z^i,Zß} max{zj4.jz£} ' -^ "
'

< 1 (C.5)
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which of course implies

min{zA,zB} n

max{zA,zB} max{zA, zb}
\za-zb\>1 (C.6)

Since \zA — zB\ = max{z^, zB} — min{^, zB}, inequality C.6

rewrites as

mm{zA,zB}
n -n-l)>l C.7)

max{zA,zB\

which is true, and inequality C.5 is thus proved. This allows

the following majoration

71=1
n

mhi{zA,zB}
min{zA,zB}, 1v ^max{z^,ZB}
roax{zA,ZB} v '

mm{zA,zB}

max{zA,zB}
<E

n=l

(C.8)

adding 1 on both sides one becomes

1 fmin{zA,zB}
oo

E
n=l

n
mm{zA,zB}, ^ \ma,X{zA,ZB}
ma,x{zA,zB}K '

<

f min{zA.zB}

^ \max{zA.zB}

oo

(C.9)

The sum on the right-hand side converges for zA ^ zB,

y(mm{zA,zB}\n= 1

^ \m.ax{zA.zB\ J
i mm{zA,zB} v ;

1=0
V \ A, BiJ 1

max{zA]Zß}

and one can re-write inequality C.9 as

Y^ 1 /mm{zA,zB}\n
in- mmfa^}(n-l)

'

\max{zA,zB}J
-1 maxJ za .zr \ \ /

1 +
^

n-
max{zA,zB}

< A
r

(c-n)

-,
_

mm{zA,zB}
v '

max{z^,zB}
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which, according to inequality C.4, implies

oo . r -, / r 1 \ n — 1

y^ mm{zA,zB} f mm{zA, zB)

n~^ mm{zA,zB} +n\zA - zB\ \max{zA,zB}

1
<

-,

_

min{zA,zB}
uiax{zA,zB}

(C.12)

Inequality C.3 is thus verified, and one can write

F(0) < 1 +
mln{z^}

• min{rZ^> (C.13)
\zA-zB\ max{zA.zB}

of z = eg according to equation 5.26 gives- an expression in

terms of the intrinsic spatial ranges of the precursor and the

transformation product

F(0) < 1 +
minW,gß}

.

min{ga, gB>
,Q ^

\qa~Qb\ m.ax{gA,QB}

which is the desired result.



Appendix D

Data

Table D.l: Degradation rates calculated from Howard et al. (20).
Compound CAS ks s~~ kn s fcw s

Methyl tert-butyl ether

tert-Butyl alcohol

Benzene

Phenol

Heptachlor

Heptachlor epoxide

Table D.2: Henry's law constants and log Kow values according to

Howard and Meylan (21)

Compound
atm m3 mol^1

log Kom

Methyl teri-butyl ether 5.87-10"4 0.940

teri-Butyl alcohol 1.44-10-0 0.350

Benzene 5.55 10~3 2.13

Phenol 3.33-10~7 1.46

Heptachlor 1.48-10~3 5.5

Heptachlor epoxide 3.2 -10"° 4.98
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1634-04-4 4.46-10"
-8

75-65-0 4 01-10"
-S

71-43-2 5.01-10"
-7

108-95-2 8.02 -10"
"''

76-44-8 1.49-10"
-6

1024-57-3 1.45-10"
-H

7.27 10"' 4 46 10"
-8

3.26 io-' 4 46 10"
-8

3.84 10"7 5 01 10"
-7

8.37 10_s 3 41 10"
-6

1.97 10~5 1.49 10"
-6

3.2 10_s 1.45 10"
-8
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List of symbols

Model parameters

Symbole Value Units Description

R 8.21 -10"5 atmm3mol~~1K "" l Gas constant

T 298 K Temperature
Da 2 Ws-1 Eddy diffusion coeffi¬

cient in air

Dw 0.01 km2s-1 Eddy diffusion coeffi¬

cient in water

Ds 0 kin's"" Eddy diffusion coeffi¬

cient in soil

Dt km2s_1 Eddy diffusion coeffi¬

cient in compartment i

Va 2- 105 I—J Relative volume of the

air compartment

vw 233 I—J Relative volume of the

water compartment

Vs 1 I—J Relative volume of the

soil compartment

v% 1 J Relative volume of

compartment i

Joe 0.02 [—J Fraction organic car¬

bon in soil

Ps 1 [—] Relative density of soil

r 6320 km Radius of the earth
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Substance parameters

Symbole Units Description

KH atmm3mol Henry's law constant

i^xua [—] Water/air partition coefficient

Ksa [—] Soil/air partition coefficient

-K- S ZU [-] Soil/water partition coefficient

Koc [-] Organic carbon/water partition coefficient

-"Ott? [-] Octanol/water partition coefficient

Kv I—J Partition coefficient between compart¬

ments i and j

fca s-1 (pseudo) first-order degradation rate in air

&w s"1 (pseudo) first-order degradation rate in

water

rZs S"1 (pseudo) first-order degradation rate in soil

K% s"1 (pseudo) first-order degradation rate in

compartment i

D km's-1 Effective eddy diffusion coefficient

k s"1 Effective first-order degradation rate

z km z := ^D/k

Functions of time t and/or position x

Symbole Units Description

ml{x,t) mol Amount of chemical in compartment i

M{t) mol Total amount of chemical in the model en¬

vironment

cl(x,t) mol m Concentration in compartment i

c(x, t) mol m-1 Total amount of chemical at position x and

time t

e(x-) mol m-1 s Exposure

e{x) m-1 Normalized exposure

Others

Symbole Units Description

M0 mol Quantity of chemical released

ë mol s Normalisation factor of exposure

S ["] Entropy of normalized exposure

R km Entropy rank of normalized exposure

Concentrations, exposures, and normalized exposures are not given

in their natural units, but in the units corresponding to the one-

dimensional, flat model geometry.
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Precursor A and transformation product B

Symbole Units Description

Da km2s-1 Effective eddy diffusion coefficient of chemical A

DB km2s_1 Effective eddy diffusion coefficient of chemical B

kA s'1 Effective first-order degradation rate of A

kB s-1 Effective first-order degradation rate of B

ZA km 1DA
y ^a

zb km
1DB

y B

«AB km zab := ZB+2ZA +^b (l)1+^ +zA (è)1
+ l^

cA(x,t) molm-1 Total concentration of chemical A at position x

and time t

cB(x,t) molm"1 Total concentration of chemical B at position x

and time t

eA(x) molm-1s Primary exposure to chemical A at position x

eB(x) molm-1 s Primary exposure to chemical B at position x

eA{x) m_1s Normalized primary exposure of A at position x

eB(x) m-1s Normalized primary exposure of B at position x

Qa km Characteristic spatial range of chemical A

Qb km Characteristic spatial range of chemical B

kAB s-1 Effective first-order transformation rate of pre¬

cursor A into transformation product B

cAB(x,t) molm-1 Concentration of B as a transformation product
of A at position x and time t

eAB(x) molm-1 s Secondary exposure to B as a transformation

product of A at position x

£ab(x) m-1 Normalized secondary exposure at position x

Sab H Entropy of normalized secondary exposure

£ab(i)
Qab km Secondary spatial range of B as a transformation

product of A

Qaa km Secondary spatial range in the degenerate case

za = zb

QAB,app km Analytic approximation of gAB

Qab Jit km Fitting approximation of ^ab
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